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CHAPTilli I I 
In the light of the contemporary ecumenical revival, interchurch 
fellowship or cooperation is an area of great concern. Currently the 
traditional concepts of the church and church unity are bei ng studied 
and evaluated at un increasinr, rate• There are not many who •,:ould dis-
agree \·lith Kramer when he writes that, as a result of the ecumenicul 
movement, "the doctrine of the Church occupies Christian theologians 
above all other doctrines. 111 
The Lutheran. Church--i·'.issouri .3yncd al so i~, assuming an active role 
in the study of the church. One cannot escape noticing the numerous 
amou..>1t of periodicaJ. articles, books, and convention r:iemorials and reso-
lutions which reflect this contemporary examination of traditional 
f.li :3souri S:;nod viewa of the church or some aspect thereof. 
It is the purpose of thio po.per to investieate the i mplications of 
recent Missouri Synod stat~mcnts on the church for the practice of fellow-
ship with non-Luthernn Christians. In this connection, it should be 
poi nted out that the term, "!·'.i ssouri Synotl statements, 11 does not refer 
only to the official pronouncements and resolutiono of synod. The term 
is also used to denote books, printed essays, reports, and periodical 
articles written by various members of Miasouri Synod. 
In order to see the full implications of the recent staternent8 on 
l 
Fred Kracier, 11~umenical .Striving& in the Church of the 'rventieth 
Century," The Sprin5!ielder, XXVII (Fall 196}), 22. 
2 
the church it is first necessary to examine the traditional st~tements 
of t he pllOt. This enables one to have a basis for coropo.rison--a basis 
-for det ermining the differences between wha t was said in t he past and · 
what is be inB said todray. It iD at t his point that one mus t det~rrnine 
the i mplications of these differences. 
In dis cussing the traditional Missouri Synod statemcnt o on t he 
church und the practi ce of fellowship, it would bo impossible in t his 
kind of paper to i nclude every member of synod who has written on this 
subject. For this reason it has been decided to oingle out one of the 
mos t significant theolo6ians of the past, and probe deeply into his in-
sights on the fellowship question. Thus , when this pnper uoes t he wcrd 
"troditionnl" it is not uoing the word to refer to the traditional 
Lutheran vi ew, but to the traditional l'iissouri Synod view, especi ally as 
this vi e.,, is expressed in the writings of t his one singled-out theologian, 
Franz AUGUSt Otto Pieper. 
Of nll of the l•lissouri Synod statements on the church, some of the 
2 best known and mos t influential formulations were written by Pieper. 
'l'his Lutheran systematician died June 3, 1931, yet hia theological 
thinking continues to exert a profound influence on t he Missouri Synod 
today. Since Pieper bad served as president of Concordia Serlinary, 
St. Louis, in 1887, and president of his synod froo 1899 to 1911, his 
influence on his own contemporary church can easily be appreciated. A 
much more lasting influence, however, probably results from bis three-
volume dogmatics corpus, Chrivtlioho Dogmatik. An =nglish translation 
2aichard u. Caemmerer Md .Krwin L. Lueker, Church and ~iinistg 
in Transition (~t. Louio; Concordia Publishing House, 1964), P• 50• 
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of this work is still used today as a basic dogmatics text in the two 
seminaries of the Missouri Synod. ~t" 
Since Pieper's view of church fellowship h&s had such a great in-
nuence on the Missouri Synod, it is necesoary to exami ne thoroughly the 
views of this dogmatician in order to ascertain synod's traditional view 
of church fflllowship. It must be noted, however, that others in t he 
past also dealt with church fellowship in their wri tings. A few of these 
individuals disa~reed with some oi f ieper's views; but most of the men 
were in complete agreement with Pieper's statements. ~his, in essence, 
is the subject matter of Chapter 'l'wo. 
After observing Mi daouri Synod's traditional vie1;1 of church fellow-
shi p in Chapter Two, r11e will turn next to the recent Missouri Synod 
writiuBa• If one were to look at the history of the Missouri Synod, 
especially Missouri's otatements on the church, one might conclude that 
approximately one decade aho synod began to ask some questions about the 
traditional teachings on the church. It wae at this time that the Common 
Confession was accepted in its entirety.3 This does not mean that there 
was a drastic change in Missouri re$ardins the doctrine of the church. 
It doea, however, mean that with this document Missouri formall~ began 
to re-examine and evaluate oome of its traditional views on this subject. 
Thus the term "recent11 is used throughout this paper to include those 
writings which have been published within the last ten years. 
In stating that Chapter Three will deal with recent Missouri Synod 
'At the synodical convention in 1956 the Common Confession was 
officially recognized by the Missouri Synod as a statement which was in 
harmony with Scripture and the Confessions. 
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Gta tements on the church, it must be untleratood that it would be extremely 
difficult to include every theolo~icul beck ,md esf;ay written by every 
minister in synod who, in tho lust ten yearG, wrote on th:i.z subject. The 
"r ecent statements" will thus include only th.a Gis.jor periodical articles, 
book.u, and trorkshops dea 1ing specif ic~lly with the doctrine of the church 
aa it would relate to the practice o f fellows hip with non-Luthero.n Chris-
tians . :•or this reaGon, Mi s souri Synod's pructice of fe110,-1ship •,:i th 
other Lutherans, as well as with those who o.re not even Christian, \-Jill 
not be treated in thio thesis. For t his reason also, sta tements about 
t he church \·1hich ·do not have s direct bearing on the practice of f ellow-
ohip will not be tr,rated. 
'L'he fourth chavtor dc~ls 1;,i th a cor:.parison of these two major out-
looks--the past un:i the preoent, the traditional view and the "nm" con-
s ens uc." i-/ha t are the differences between the views cont.:.incd in Cha!)ter 
'I\10 nnd thoao contained in Chapter Three? What are the differences be-
tween the points of view which were formerly expressed in synod, and thooe 
which ere currently bein,r, promoted? In connection with this, the phrase 
11new conoensus" will be uocd to describe those recent views which dis-
agree, completely or in part with tho more traditional view. Use of the 
word "new" does not mean that this consensus had never been expressed in 
synod prior to the last ton years; for it has been expressed several 
times in the paat. Furthermore, use of the word "consensus" does not 
:nean that all of those who are categorized in t his "new con3ensus11 agree 
with ench other in every aapect of church fellowship; for even within 
this groupin1; th~re is much disagreement. 
In Chapter Five the i ~plicationa o! these two different points of 
5 
view for the practice of fellowahip with non-Lutheran Christians t1ill be 
discuf;sed . Here, the pro.cti.ce cf prayer fellowship, pulpit and altar 
fellowshi1:i, and ~issouri' s participation in certain ecumenical organiza-
tionG will be :i.ncluded. 
Recognizing tho danger of generalizing various trends in the church, 
and puttine them into neatly labeled cubbyhole~, the author of this pnper 
nevertheless sees a value in uain:-: the terms, "traditional view11 and 11new 
c onaensus." These terroa are used •.~ithout any v;,1lue judgment attached to 
them. They are used for the purpose of si~plification and clarification 
of the busic iosueG, with the realization that one cannot apply the terms 
very literally or ntrictly. 
CHAP'.fi~R II 
THE TRi1DITIONAL VI E\·,: OF '.l'HE CHUHCH AHD CmJHCli ? r:; .LOiJSHIP 
The uichotorny of Heterodox and Crthodox Church 
., 
v' 
I n order to comprehend !1i eper' s vie\'1 of the pr.::,ctice of c hurch 
fellowohip, it i s necessary to understand f irst hiG vie~, of the church . 
F:s sentially the Christian church "consists of all those, and only those, 
\·Jho believe in Christ. 111 This means thnt there uro people throughout 
the world, in every C.:hristian denomination, who truly belJ.eve, and who 
are thus Chris tians . In this senso the Christian church is ono, f or 
there is a common fellowship among these Christians. 
This oneness or unity o f the church is a product of the Holy 3pirit, 
just as faith is a product of the :!ioly Spirit. God is the subject and 
man is the object of this Ui.~ity , and this is the only unity which exists . 
In oho rt, thcit unity which consists in the Holy Spirit's dral'ling 
the hearts ( of men) (si cJ to His Word, the ~-lord of the Apostles and 
Prophets, io the only unity thut actually exist~ and deserves the 
no.me of Christion unity. This ia the unity that Go~ would have in 
the Christbn Church und that is profita ble to men. 
It must be remembered that the Iioly Spirit does not produce this 
unity immediately, but by means of God's Word. 'l'hus \'iherever the \·!ord 
is t au3ht, there the Holy Spirit brint>s about .faith in~~· 
1I•'ranz August Otto Pieper, Christian Dogmatics (St. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1953), 397. 
2F. ,\. o. Pieper, Unionism, translated from the German by 
J. A. Rimbach and E. Ii. Brandt (Oregon City: Press of Oregon City 
Enterprise, 1925), P• 35. This essay first appeared in the German as 
a district essay: "Einige Saetze ueber den Unionismus," Siebzehoter 
s nodal-Bericht des Oro on-und 1:Jashiu ton-Distrikts der ~v .-lutheriechen 
Synode von Missouri, Ohio und andern Staaten, July 9-15, 192 ~t. Louie: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1924), PP• 4-39. 
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According to Pieper, "This, and this alone, ic Christian unity."3 
The above, however, door; not mean that l'iepcr includes in the unity 
of the church those who accept the essence of the gosr,cl , but who reject 
various aspects of that gospel. ~he contrary is true, for the unity of 
the church cousiots not so ri1uch in the oneneGs of faith in Gcd 1 s \·iord 
(Scripture). I~ other words, the unity of the church exists only a~ong 
those who have a unity in doctrine. Pieper i~ quite cleo.r about this when 
he states, "'fhc unity of the Christian Church, Chl'istian unity, ic unity 
or oneness in doctrine and ~.114 
If the above puragraph would aeem to contradict l?ieper's gener al 
definition of the church 11s quoted in the first paragraph of this chapter, 
l°'i oper sees no problem. That faith in Christ i s the only requirement for 
membership in the church universal ( t he invisible church) is true, but 
this faith in Christ cannot be separated from f~ith in Holy 3criptures1 
according to Pi eper. Denial of ~cripture or any s,r:all po.rt of Scripture 
is, in effect, denial of Chriet himself. Thus those who accept any "falae 
doctrine" are rejecting God insofar as they continue to err.5 
This does not mean that anyone who fails to accept all of the true 
3Ibid., P• 34. 
4Ibid. 
5F. J,. o. Pieper, "The Difference between Orthodox and Heterodox 
Churches," unpublished translation from the German (translator not given), 
1957, PP• 29-30. This essay originally appeared in the German as a 
aiatrict essay: 11Ueber den Unterachied von rechtglaeubiger und irrglaeup,-
iger Kirche," Verbandlungen der eechsten JahreaverswnmlUJY5 des Sued.lichen 
Distrikta der doutechen evan .-lutheriachen Snode von }!iasouri Ohio 
und andern Staaten, February -121 l 9 St. Louis: Luth. Concordia-
Verlag, 1SB9), PP• 9-51. 
8 
Chriatinn doctrine cease~ to be a. Christian, for 11thooe \·1ho in their 
ignorunco believe false doctrine are membex·s of the Church. 116 It ia the 
invisible church, however, to which these erring Christiana belon,;. 
\-!hen Pieper speaks of church unity , on the other har1d, he ia referring 
to the visible church. 'l'hia church unity does not apply to tho entire 
visible church, but only to t he~ visible church , the orthoaox church; 
for it is only in thicJ church t hat one can find . complete nt;reernent in, 
and correct interpr e tation of all p~rts of Scripture. Thi s ia reflected 
in t he foll ov,in5 quo to: 
Die lutheri sche l<irche vors teht unter Einigkeit i m Gliluben nicht 
mehr und nicht wenii;er nls "die Uebereinstimmung in allen Arti7eln der in der heilii;:en Sch.rift geoffenbarten christlichen Lehre." 
.../,· 
In discussine the universal Chris tian church (the invioible church), 
~;i eper includes in thiG chur ch all orthodox congre,;::ationa ( visible church-
es) and all indivj.dual believing Christians who are members of hete rodox 
conere~ations, thuo i :::plying that heterodox congre~ations are not a. part 
of the invioi"ble church in the same way that orthodox congregations are 
o. part of that church. Speaking of theoc orthodox conr;re>";at.ions Pieper 
writes: 
They ,ire not s omething alongside or outside the universal Christi .. m 
Church; but these local congregations, together with the individual 
believing oouls who are cut off from all outwara fellowshi? with 
others, m3ke up the universal Christian Church.8 
It must at this point be noted that a church body is orthod~x only 
1£ it tenchea the true Christion doctrine as that doctrine is contained 
6Fieper, Dogmatics, III, 399• 
?'b,. A. o. Pieper, "Von der Sinigkeit in Glauben," Lehre und dehre, 
XXXIV (Ccto1jer 1888), 289. 
811 uitfercnce," P• 8. 
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in the Lutheran Confeasions.9 To put it another way, in the orthodox 
church, and only in the orthodox church, can :purity of ooctrine be round. 
Pieper connects this purity of doctr i ne with a type of ecclesiastical 
infallibility when he writeo, 11\•!ir kocnnen nicht irren, oder sind in der 
Lehre un:fahlbar, ineofcrn ~ weil ~ ~ Gottee ~ stehen, wie ~ 
lautet.1110 
The heterodox churches, by way of contract , &re those esoentially 
Chri:;;t i an churchoo which are plaBued with i mpure doctrine. DeBpite this 
false doctrine the heterodox churches have retained an essential part of 
the saving truth--the vici:.~rioua atone;nent, which enables any one member 
of these groups to c c...me to faith . Thus, any conGr e ,.ation or chu?·ch 
group which does not t each every doctrine contained in the Lutilera.n 
Confcsuiono i s lubeled ~6 a heterodox church. Contrasting t his heterodox 
church with tho orthodox church Pieper writes: 
A co.ngret;« t 5on or church body which abides by God's order, in which 
therefore God's Hord i s taught 1 in itG purity and the Sacrumcnta 
administered accor..li.ng to the divine ins titution, io properly called 
an orthodox church (ecclesia orthodoxa, pura). But a congregation 
or church body which, .in spite of the divine orJer, tolerates fuloe 
doctrine in its t.i1idst is properly called a heterodox church 
(ecclesia heterodoxa, i mpura) . All children of God should be ear-
neotly concerned to see how11ea.l and serious t h.i.a difference between 
the church bodies is •••• 
lOF. ti. o. Pieper, Vortro.e;:,;e ueber die iDvan.v,eliach Lutherische 
Kirche die Wahre Sichtbnre Kirche Gottes au£ Brden (st. Louis: 
Seminary Press, 1916), P• 148. 
11 4 Dogmatics, III, 422- 23. 
i' 
10 
Pieper is extremely critical of the heterodox churches for a 
number of reason~. In the firct pl~ce Pieper doeu not believe that the 
12 heterodox bodies respect God the wuy they should. Sec,:·n:3l y, the het-
erodox bodies "insult and persecute those who abide in God's ~Jord."l3 
Then again, these bodies show an indifference towards Scripture,14 
resulting in the fa.Hing oway and possible dar.ination of many of the mere-
hers of these bodies .15 
"Proof Texts'' 
.Secine; the great 6Ulf t ha t exist~ between the orthodox und heterodox 
churches, it is caoy to see why Pieper would stnte emphatic&lly, aG will 
be demonstrated, that orthodox church members should practice no form of 
followahip with the heterodox churches. Pieper's r ~aoons for this conclu-
~ 
sion are bu~ed pririlarily on Scripture, but he also believes that t his view 
is not at all contrary to the position of Luther and the Lutheran Confes-
sions. There are also, accordin,1: to the ~liasouri Synod thooloe;ian, soaie 
very practical rea6ona why there should be no fellowship between the 
1211Difference," P• 37. 
l.}Ibid., P• 53• 
14Ibid., P• 38. 
l5Ibid., P• 37. er. PiP.per, "\jhat is Christianity?11 and Other 
::;ss s bthe Rev. Pro!'. F. Pie er, translated from the German and 
edited by J. T. Mueller St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1933), 
P• 13, 269. The main es::wy in this book first appeared in the German 
separate~ ao: Das ltiesen Chrietenthums (St. Louie: Concordia Publishing 
House, 1903). 
ll 
hetcrodo>~ o.nd orthouox churcheo . 
In the first pl ace :,.uy kintl of fellowi:;hi p wi th fuloe doctrine is 
condemned as cont r ary to God' a iford. In this rcspcc t Pieper wri tos, 
";Jen UnioniGmus, do.s i s t., d:i.e Gemeinschaft mit fcl schcr Lehrc , verwer fen 
16 wir als Uncchorsum s egen Got tcs \fort. • • •11 In another pluc c ho 
\trites: 
11 ::>i e evant;alic.lch-lutheri s che I<irchc ve:1:11irft gode brucdcrl i c he und 
l<:irchlic he Gor.ieinschaft mi t denen, di e i hr Bel-.ennt nio , sci es ganz 
oder teilwcise , verwcr fen • 11 • • • Dao eine ueuo:,;e rlic hc ki rchlic he 
Union ohne ··:inigke:i. t den Glaubens , der Lehre , und das Dekcmnt::isee s 
\·1i~cr Got te!:i :·Jort 17ei, be\'1eissen fol{;ende AuGs prueche des P.c i ligcn Gcistes: •••• 
I:: no plo.ce throushout £:ic r i pturo i s anyone ever :pc r r.:i tted to deviate 
the least bit from God's t.iord. Thu s it foll ot1s, accordi ng t o Pieper , tha t 
no one is ever per:;iittc d t o huve f e l l owship tlit h anyone \~i:o devi a t e s fro:;; 
Scripture . God co!TirJi:Ulds everyone to s eparute himsel f f rom e r ror.13 '.!:hose 
\·rho pr a c tic e s ome k ind o f fe l l owship with error iat s are guil ty of 'union-
i sr:,." In other words, ac <.:ordin;.;. to Pieper•s de finition, unioniSt.'l t akes 
on a nes a tive meaninB, becominr:; synonomouo with particip.!i.tion in church 
f ellowship Hi t h anyone in t he he t e rodox church. Pieper sta tes that u.nion-
i::;m i::;, "church-fellowship with fals e doctrine, tha t i s , with doctrine 
which devia tes fro1ti t he ~Jord of 'Jod, whether it be the doctrine of indi-
. h . "19 vidual }iersonG or of entire communions or c urcoes. In .no uncertain 
16was die .:iynode von MiaGouri1 Ch.lo und andern Sta.a.ten wa.ehrend 
ihres fuenfundsiebzi · aehri(ren .Bestehens ·t~lehrt hat und noch Lehrt 
( ;:;t. Louio: _:oncordia Publishing flouso, 1922, P• .}. 
17 Pieper, Vortraege, P• 176. 
18
r ieper, Unionism, P• 7. 
19 
~., P• 3• 
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terms Pieper condemns auch fellowship as contrnry to God's will and Word, 
as well o.s contrary to the Christian• s call ing. J;iepor wri tea: 
Should we so-called Missourians ••• suffer ourselvco to be drawn 
into this same broad stream of Unionism, we would thereby violate 
God'o will and command, would forsake the calling which we, as 
Christians, have in the world; we would turn traitors to the truth 
\1hich God once restored in such marvelous clearness through the 
church of' the Reformation and would help undermi ne the foundation of 
the Christian Church. Aloo God' a blensinc£;s , ,.,i th which He hns bless-
ed our labors s o abunda2olY in the past, would be Hithdrnwn in just 
punishment of our sins. . 
Pieper holds tha t unionism is contrary to Scui.pture. The pu.ssages 
that he uses to illustrate this point are numcroua. Perhaps none is used 
more frequently thuu Ro:nans 16:17-18: 
I appeal to you, brethren, to take note of those who create dissen-
sionc and diif iculties, i n opposition to the doctrine which you have 
been taught; avoid them. For ouch per2~nn do not serve our Lord Jesus Chriat, but their own uppetites •••• 
Another major passage treated by the Lutheran theologian is II 
Corinthians 6:14-18 where Paul tells the Corinthians not to link them-
selves up with unbelievers, for light has no fellowship with d.arkneGo, and 
the believer has nothing in common with the unbeliever. "Therefore come 
out from them and be separate from them, says the Lord. II • • • It can be 
concluded from the above th.-,.t :i'Jieper assocj_ates the "unbeliever" in this 
passage with a member of the heterodox church. 
Again, II John 10-11 indicates that anyone who brings false doctrine 
20ibid., P• 4. 
21All Bible passages quoted in this paper are from the He~sed 
Standard Version (New York: Thomas Neltion and Sons, 1953). Since refer-
ence to these passages can be found in almost all of the worlts of Pieper 
treated in this paper, there will normally be no reference to any specif-
ic work in wlrl.ch these passages are found. For example, in Vortraeiae, 
PP• 176-178 all of theae major passages are discussed. 
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should not be received as a Christian brother, "for he who greets him 
ah~res his wicked work." Pieper writes concerning this passage: 
Der Gruss ist dor Glaubensbrudergruss, und dae "zu Hause nchr:ien" 
ist dao Aufnehm<m al.6 eines rechten Propheten. Dies .soll nicht 
geochehen bei nllen denen, welche nicht die in der heiligen Schrift 
gooffenbarte Lehre i11 allen Stucckon verkuencii gen. Her sich fuer 
einen chrietlichen Lehror ausgibt, uber ein oolcher nicht ist, dao 
heisst, nicht bei der geoffenbartcn Lohre bleibt, den sollen die 
Christen auch nicht als einen chriatlichen Lehrer an-und aufnehmen.22 
Titus 1:15 stat es that all things are pure to those who are pure. 
To the corrupt, however, nothing is pure for they are corrupted. Pieper 
drawn a parallel between t his and the relationship of the orthodox church 
1.1ith heterodox churches . He then drawa another purallcl between Titus 
1:15 and TituG 3:10: "As for a man who is factious, after admonishing 
him once or t wice have nothi ng to do with him •••• 11 
Similarly Il 'rhessuloniana 3:6-7 wv.rns the church to keep awey from 
anyono living in idleness, "nnd not in accord with the tradition that you 
recei ved from us," while 11a.tthew 7:15 warns the church about false proph-
ets, and :.1atthew 2L~:li-ll about those who will come and seek to lead the 
people astray. 
Pieper gees on to say that his interpretation of these Scriptural 
passages is in complete harmony with the Luthera.n Confessions and Kartin 
Luther. One of the pnssages in the Lutheran Confessions quoted frequently 
by Pieper to illustrate his view ia from Articlo VIII of the Apology of 
The AUfasburg Confeaoion: 
They have approved the entire eighth article. There we confess that 
hypocrites and evil men have been minfiled with the church and that 
22vortrae,se, PP• 177-178. 
. ' / 
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the sacruments are efficacious, even when evil men admir,ister them, 
for ministers act in Christ's .stead and do not represent their own 
persons, according to the ;ford (Luke 10: 16), "He who hea.rc you hears 
me • 11 \ le should forsake wici>ted teachers because they no longer func-
tion in the place of Christ, but arc antichriBt~. Christ eays 
(Hatt. 7:15), "Be\·tare of fal se propheta"; Paul says (Uul. 1:9), "If 
anyone is preaching to you a gospel contrary to that whi ch you re-
ceived, let him be accurscd. 11'23 
Pieper alao frequently appealo to Article X of the Forcnula of 
Concord: 
Nor are such rites matters of indifference when these ceremonies arc 
intended to create the illusion (or are demo.n<lcd or agreed to with 
that intention) tha t theee two oppoaini_t religions have been brought 
into agreement and become one body, or that a return t.o the papacy 
;;md an apostasy from the pure doctrine of the Gospel and from true 
religion has taken place or will allegedly result little by little 
from these coremoniea. 
I:1 this case the \'lords of Paul must be heeded: "Do not be mismated 
with unbelievers. For trhat partnership have righteousness o.nd iniq-
uity, or what fellowship has li:~ht with darkness? Therefore come out 
from them and be separate from them, say the Lord" (II. Cor. 6: 
14,17).24 
Pieper also refara to Luther's writin;;s in order to lend support to 
hio own views on unionisrr. . One reference quotes Luther as stating that 
fellowship and unity can only be broueht about by Word and doctrine.25 
In another place Luther writes, ''No peace o.nd unity for me which involves 
26 
a leas of God's Hord. 11 
23Dook of Concord, translated and edited by Theodore Tap9ert 
(St. louia: Concordia f'Ublishing House, 1959), P• 177• This citation 
from the confessions is quoted by Pieper in Vortraege, PP• l?7-l7B. 
24 Book or Concord, P• 611. 
2:)~ieper, Dogmatics, I, 178. 
26Quoted in f-'ieper, Unionism, P• 39• It muat be noted here that 
there aro very few relevant paosages from the Lutheran Confessions and 
Luther that Pieper is able to quote to support his views. It is probably 
for this reason that Pieper reliea much more heavily on Scripture refer-
ences than on the Confessions or Luther. The passages which seem most 
relevant to Pieper's views on unionism are cited above. 
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Pragmatic Considerations 
Aside from the .3criptural and Confc::isional base& for Pieper's views 
on unionism, there arc some very prag,matic conoidcrations which influence 
his views. In the iirot place, members of the orthodox church ahould not 
practice ony kind of chur ch fellO\~ship with t.hc heterodox church bodies 
because in so doin~ these orthodox r:.cmbers dopa.rt from God's Word and 
become guilty of the oin of the heterodox. Pieper writes that anyone who 
practi ces church fellowohip with 11those who in their doctrine dei:art from 
God' s ford becomes guUty of their sin.1127 Instead of participa.tin~ in 
their sin with them, and thus encouraging them, orthodox rnernbera should 
aeck to correct the errors of the heterodox, and deliver these heterodox 
from their sin. 
It i'oll owo from t rda tb.~t one of the chief reasons, accor din::; to 
Pieper, for not prv.cticing fellowship with those in error iG t hat one 
who pra.cticeG such fellowGhip end,mger s his own soul. .?ieper calla union 
with error "seelengefaehrliche.1128 It is for our own good that God com-
mands us to "avoid thcm, 11 for "He does not want ua to lose the SD.lvation 
we already possess by faith. 029 l'ieper asks the rhetorical questions: 
l-Jhat would bocome of our salvation if we should unite with the 
Unitarian communion, including the lodges, who deny so deci dedly 
that faith in Chri&t crucified is the only way to heaven? ahat 
would become of our salvation if we should unite with the papacy 
and its "justification 'by works"'? • . • • • And what would become 
27Dogmatics, I, 569. 
28Pieper, 1-;inigc Saetze, P• B. In English this is translated as 
"menace to the soul'' (PieJlcr, Unionism, P• 7) • 
29Pieper, Unionis~ , P• 7• 
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of our salvation if we should unite with t hooo who either deny the 
universal grace of God, the ~race pertai ning to ull men, or \'1ho-
deny that we are converted c'.llld saved by the grace of God alone? 
\ie have seen that where the se anti-Scriptural teachinBO are t au~ht 
and enter the hearts of men faith in Chris t cannot be kindled and 
preserved. All who have unii'.ed wlth these errors, mu8t pluck them 
out of their heart~again if they would be assured of tho grace of 
God und salvation. 
In tho second pla ce ·.:-ieper states t hat unionism in any f orm is harm-
ful to the church at l ar ge. In addition to weakening God's Word, the 
· heterodox church ia a.lso guilty of causin:-; disunity in the church. In 
having fellowship with this heterodox church , the orthodox church is thus 
asaisting in t he formation of schisms.31 This is why Pieper s ;3.ys that 
unionism actl1ally divides the church, and gives rise to the heterodox 
32 
churches. 
'Fellowship with error is also harmful to the orthodox church because 
it brings error into a church which has purity of doctri ne. To illus-
trate this Pieper tella a story. There were once t hree neighboring farm-
ers, each of whom had u brook . One brook had pure, clear water; the 
second had muddy, cloudy, water; and the third had stagnant, diseaoed 
water. 'rlhen the proposal was made to combine the three brooks and create 
one large, useful brook, the owner of the clear brook refused because he 
wanted to keep his brook clear. Thus, the orthodox church should refuse 
30Ibid., P• 35. 
31i:,. A. o. Pieper, Ich Glaube1 do.rim redo Ich (Zweite unveraenderte 
aufiage; St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1903), P• 15. 
3~gmatics, III, 425. 
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all forms of union with the heterodox churches "in order that the water 
of life m~ not be mixed with any deadly ingredients.1!33 
Closely related to the above is the fact that any form of church 
unienism abolishes the difference between truth and error, and when this 
takes place, the very foundation of the church is in dancer. Accord.ing 
to Pieper, 
Unionism in principl~ abolishes the .difference between truth and 
error, so thn t only through a 11happy1iconsistency11 can the erring 
retain their hold on the essential truth. tor this reason ur.ionism 
is a grave thrcnt to the Christinn Church.3 
The Hcani n5 of "r.void Them" 
Having seen Fieper'o reasons for rejecting fellowship with anyone in 
error, one must now ask how t his vieH affects the relatiGnship of the 
orthodox church to tho heterodox churches? '.Jhat are the practical irnpli• 
cationo of the Lutheran theologian's views of fellowship? Hhat does fel-
lowship involve? 
In the first place, when God tolls orthodox church members to "avoid 
them," God is forbidding these members te enga30 in any kind of relation-
ship that will strengthen the work of the heterodox church. This mea11s 
thQt orthodox members will refrain from joining a heterodox con3regation 
even if there is no orthodcx church in that area. It also means that 
under no condition should a Christion give any IDQney to a heterodox con-
gregation, directly or indirectly. Pieper's views on the relationship 
-'-'Pieper, "Difference," P• 47. 
34Dogmat1cs, III, 426. 
\. 
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a member of the orthodox church must maintain with the heterodox churches 
can bo illustrated by the following: 
By tho coriimand of God which forbids fellowship with the heterodox, 
everything is forbidden whereby we strengthen the evil work of the 
heterodox body. Christian~ should therefore not become members of 
heterodox bodies, indeed under no circumstances. If in a certain 
place no orthodox church ir. fou~, the Christi un must bo content "1ith 
private, home vtorship , for Goci ·has nowhere given relea~~ froL, t his 
v,ord: ••• "mark them which cause di visions •••• ,,..,;, 
After Pieper had finished deliverin6 the above section of his paper 
at u paotoral conference, some questions were asked from the floor. One 
of tho pastors nsked if it were a sin for a Chriotiun to occasionally 
a ttend the oervices of a heterodox church. The Lutheran dogmaticirui re-
sponded that it was not a .oin under all circumstances for a Christian 
aimply ~~present at a service. Pieper has tened to add, however, that 
t he Christian must always rer<lain an observer and never so beyond that 
point. A person should not even seek his OWl~ edification, or give others 
the i mpresoions that he is seeking this. This meant that this orthodox 
church marnbor could not under fJJ.fJ. condition join in the oin&"ing or pray-
ing, nor give anyone else the idea that he was thus participatin6, for 
really, it is impoosible for a Christian to participate in the service 
of a heterodox con(jregation.36 
Another question was raised at this same conference. h pastor was 
wondering if it were a sin to join the heterodox church in carrying out 
works of Christian charity. Fieper's answer was that as citizens ortho-
dox Christians are permitted to cooperate with unbclievero or the erring 
35Pieper, "Difference," P• }3• 
36Ibid., :P• 3~. 
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in, fo1· eJta r.1ple, the buildi n(lj of a city hospii:ul, as long as that hospital 
is a civic i uotitution. If it wero reported, however, that a miniater 
from one of the heterodox churches ·were c;oing to be appointed as chaplain, 
the11 it would be a s i n as an orthodox Christian to huve a part in the 
building of such a hospital. Pieper continues: 
But this dare not happon when the question is one of· church or 
Chr istian endeavors, for example, missions, and, in general, when 
it involves works of Christian love. Chris tian love r>roceods from 
Chris tian faith. With whom we are not in fellowship ;,f 37aith, \'lith him He cannot joi n to carry on works of Chris tian love. 
'.-Jhcn asked the question of i·1hether a Christian could be a aJlOnsor 
f or a bapt i sm in n heterodo,t church, Pieper replied t ha.t a Chris tian 
should not accept t he invita tion to be a sponsor under such conditior.~. 
I f a Chr i s tian a.ccepts the position of sponsor, for example, in a Reformed 
Church, that Christian is sanctioning the false doctrine of Bo.ptis rn of 
the Reformed Church. Also, under no condition should a heterodox member 
ever be allo\Jed to become a sponsor for a baptism in an orthodox church.38 
In general, Christiana are commanded by God to avoid all teachers 
and pastors who cause divis ions, or who deviate the sli,~htest bit froci 
the doctrine of Soripture.39 This means that the Christian must first 
4o 
realize that whoever departs from the true Word is a false teacher. 
37Ibid., PP• 34-35. 
38 
~., P• 35• 
39Pieper, Do5matics, I, 264. 
40 
~., I, 50. 
I/ 
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The Christian then must seek to disprove his teaching. Finally, the 
false teacher must be isolated, and if he still persists in his false 
doctrine, if he does not leave the ci1urch on his own, he r.iust be fol"!:ially 
excommunicated. Thus, ~ccording to Pieper, if an orthodox church body 
tolerates erl·or, or lets its errorists go unchallengecl, or refuses to 
excommunicate such errorj_sts, this orthodox body hos co?,imitted the sin 
of 11 Schrii''C\·1idriger Unio11ismus. 11 L•l 
Anticipa ted Objections Answered 
!t shoul d, at t hia tir.;e, be noted that Pieper realized his views 
on fellowship and unionism would be extremely unpopular among the hetero-
dox member s , as well as amone u fow orthodox mer::bers. .1:-.nticipating these 
obj0ctiona , he then proceeds to answer them. 
'fhe first objection Piepe1· anmters is one which, states t hat the 
strong must nu.ve patience with the weul·: . '.rhis io true, Pieper replies; 
but true patience doeo not mean one can per:nit the weakness of c-.nother to 
dictate ho\r doctrine must be taught. To do this would involve changing 
14atthcw 28:20 to read, 11 i10 not tench everything that Jecsus co.:irr.anded, 
but teach only those things to which the weak brethren give their consent. 11 
There is a point when the wea~ .. cea.Ge to be weak any loni.;er, 311d become 
false teachers and must be treated as such. Thus, regard for the weak 
does not involve the surrender of any part of God's truth. This could 
only serve to make the weak still wea.1':er, £llld would aubstitut~ weakness 
for the Word of God as the source and norrn of Christian doctrine.42 
4lFieper, Sinige Saetze, P• 38. 





A aecond objection claims t .hot separatium is contrary to Christian 
love. Pieper's ans\'1er to t his in aimilar to the above answer. l ove in-
volves keeping God's la\'1; thus part of God's ~Jard cannot be abrogated en 
the grounds of love. Cn the contrary, it is Chris tian love which motivutes 
u person to reprove ruid seek to hel p on errins person. 43 
The third obJoction reads ao follo1·1s: 11~ince t here are still chil-
dren of God in heterodox bodies , you condemn these children of God when 
you separate yourselveo from them. Therefore, would it not be better to 
practice fellowship ,;ith the heterodox111 · Once again Pieper• s answer is 
"lfo. 11 God forbids fellowship with them. 1'"'urthermore the orthodox church 
io not the one which separa ted itself from the heterodox. It is t he other 
~~ orou.nd. It muot alGo be remembered that refusol to practice fellow-
ship ~ith heterodox bodies may actually help these bodies to realize their 
44 
orror. 
In the fourth place there are t hose who say, 11If everyone felt the 
w~ you in the orthodox church feel then there would never be any unity 
in the church and the church would east a bnd ima5e in the world, so that 
it could never command the reGpect of the world." In reply Pieper says 
that one does not sacrifice the principles of S~ripture for the sake of 
casting a better image. God denires complete unity of the church, but 
this unity can only exist as a result of a perfect unity in doctrine. 45 
43Ibid., P• 29. 
44 Pieper, "Difference," PP• }l-j2. 
45Pieper, Unionism, PP• 33-34. 
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'l'he l ast ob,jection is posoibly one of t '·1e most important . Pieper 
anticipates opposition to many of the Bible pas sages he uses to defend 
hie doctrine. Severa l of t he pason~es such as I I Corinthians 6:14-18 are 
clearly s peaking of unbelievers and not of the heterodox church, clai m 
Pieper's opponents. How then can the Lutheran theologian state that these 
passa.Bc·~s imply tha t one should not have fellowship with o t her Christians. 
Pieper answers t hat erring churches urc unbelieving churches insofar as 
they erl'i thus II Corinthians 6:14-18 and other passa8es such as Matthew 
7:15; 24:L•- ll can easily be npplied to heterodox churches. Pieper states: 
!.-i'ord for word 2 Cor. 6 applies to t he erring churches insofar a s they 
a.re s uch. It s ays: "VJhat fellowship ha th righteousness with un-
righteousness ?" 1'o preach f alse doctrine and to believe false doc-
trine iu the greatest wickedness there iv: a s i n against the First 
Comr.1andraent. Luther stresses t his so frequently. He always repeats: 
"F-tlse doctrine i s 3in against the First Commandment ." \faoever sctG 
God's \ford aside , twists God's Word a round, puts his 01~n meaning into 
God ' s \·Jord--he doos not per mit God to be his God; he acts wickedly. 
God often s ays in His \vord: "Thou shalt not steal. 11 But just as 
clearly and even more often we find it said in Sc~e: You shall 
not believe false doctrine; you shall not preach~J doctrine; you 
shall not hear false doctrine. Now just as he is wicked who trans-
gresoes God'o Word by stealing, so he is especially wicked who, con-
trary to the equally clear commandment of God, preaches, accepts, or 
promotes fo.lse doctrine, no matter in what measure or form. When God 
says that you must not steal, then you shall not steal even a little 
bit. The same applies to the matter of hearing and preaching false 
doctrine. Herein you already become a partaker of wickedness by 
spreading and advancing only one doctrinal error. The first part of 
Christian righteousness and Christian life is the trusting acceptQnce 
of~ of the ~ford of God. 
Pieper furthermore points out: 
11\:ihat agreement hath the temple of God with idols?" The church is 
God's temple, and it is this for the very reason that God' a ·:1ord 
resounds in it. Insofar as man's doctrine--error--is preached in 
the church, you teach the worship of a different god than .the true 
Cne who bao revealed Hir.iself i..'l Scripture. Yes, insofar as a dif-
ferent doctrine than God's \·lord is proclaimed in ~ church, you 
really make a temple of idols out of God's house. 
46noifference," PP• 30-31. 
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Thus far Wl attempt has boen mude to examine Pieper• a ideas cm the 
practice of fellowship with members of the heterodox church. ~or many 
reasons the Lutheran theologian opposes any practice of f ellowship with-
out unity of doctrine. tiny practice of fellowship with those in error 
(no matter how slight the error) constitutes the s in of unionism which is 
expressly forbidden by God's hord, according to Pieper. 
The Hinori ty Which Took Exception to Pieper's View 
Although Franz Picpcr•s voice on the church hns stood out atrong 
throughout a good part of Missouri Synod's history, one mus t be careful 
to r emember that his was not the only voice. Many others in the past wrote 
about t he church and church fellowship. A few of these men took exception 
to s ome of r ieper's views on the church. Most of them agreed with tho 
former president of this synod. 
One man who was criticized rather severely for his untraditional 
views was Missionary Adolph Brux, "one of the abloat men the J'.lissouri 
47 Synod ever sent abroad." Brux was convinced that the traditional 
l4isaouri Synod position on prayer fellovship with non-Lutheran Christians 
wus not the result of specific Scriptural and confessional prohibitions 
against such fellowship, but was the result of "logical reasoning and 
deduction from the Scriptures and the Confessional Writings.1140 
Brux examines the Bible passages cited by Pieper and others to sup-
port their argument against fellowship with those of the "hoterodox11 church. 
47Dean F. Lueking, Mission in the Making (3t. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1964), P• 271. 
48Adolph A. Brux, Christian Prayer-Fellowship and Unionism (n.p., 
1935), P• 5• 
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The missionary's conclusion is that the synodical pooition is based on 
the Gssumption that all of these Scriptural references are applicable to 
Chriatians of other denominations who differ from the Misscuri Synod in 
some point of dectrine or practice, and that these paseages thus prohibit 
illlY kind of religious relationahip with these other Christians. This is 
a false assumption. Not only does this assumption lack proof, but it also, 
by its very nature, "condemns Christ for fellowshipping \11th the Scribes 
and Pharisees in the synagogues." /\a a matter of fact, it would seem as 
if all of these passagos are speaking of people who are definitely net 
L;9 Chris ti@ at all. 
The basis for Chi·i~tian prayer and worship fellowship, I3rux continues, 
is the unity which already exists between all believing Christians--all 
members of the body of Christ. This is not a perfect unity in all points 
of doctrinal confession, but it is a unity or fellowship created by Christ 
amon0 all \·1ho confess him ao Loru.50 Brux writeo: 
If unity of confession in overy particular ot doctrine reall y marks 
the limits of religious fellowship in the one, it must do so in the 
other. We have no right to set up a different basis for religious 
fellowship in the viaiblo church from that which obtains in the in• 
vioible church; for both are one. But if univeraal Christian fellow-
ship obtains in the invioible church, and if it ia there baaed on 
fundamental faith in Christ aa Redeemer and not on unity of confes-
oion in every particular of doctrine , then universal Chriotian fel-
lovship should obtain also in the visible church to the extent that 
it does not violate tho confessional conscience, and should there 
rest on t he same basis as in the invisible church; for the tvo are 
one. And what God has joined together, man has no riGht to put 











J.t was more than a decade later, on September 7, 1945, that a group 
of forty-four Missouri Synod clcrCYmen s igned 11 A Statement11 which called 
for a greater liberality i n Missouri 3ynod's a ttitude toward prayer fel-
lowship . This document condemned the pr actice of synod's i mpugning the 
motives of heterodox church members , and of applying Romans 16:17-18 to 
other Christians. l'he sieners of the document al.:.o believed tha t the 
local congreGation should have more authority in matters of determining 
queGtions of fellowship. Furthermore, Christians, regardles6 of denoreL~a-
tional affiliation, 11may pruy together to the 'l'riune God i n the name of 
Jesus Christ i f the purpose for which they meot and pray is right ac-
cording t o t he i-lord of God. 11 Thus these clerg,ymen believed that the prac-
tice of fello\·:ship is possible without total agreement in t he details of 
practice and doctrine, which ia in a greement ~ith the historic Lutheran 
tradition. 52 
r\llother individual in the past who took exception to some of Pieper's 
viewe on the church is F. B. Mayer. Hayer believed thclt the contrast 
frequently made between a visible and invisible churc:h is a false anti-
thesis, "since the word Church has an entirely different connotation in 
each term. 11 In the one term the church is defined as the comr.:u."lion of 
saints, wbile in the other the church is a corpus mixtum. Thus the con-
trast of the visible and invisible church is foreign to Lutheran theolog-
ico.l thinkin~.53 ~Jhen Luther uaes t he term inviaibilis or opiritualis to 
5211A Statement," Hoving Frontiers, edited by Carl -.1. Meyer (St. Louie: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1965), PP• 423-421• • 
53F. t: . Mayer, ,,The Proper Distinction between Law ®d Gospel and 
the Terminology Visible and Invisible Church," Concordia Theological 
Hcntbly, XXV (March 19.54), 185-186. 
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apply to the church he in not using tt\e adjectives the way they ure fre-
quently ur.;ed today . Primarily he i:3 using these two wordD in contra-
distinction t o the Hornan Catholic i nstitutionalization of the church. 
The church then i s 11invis iole11 not bec~use ostablishin~ i t n membership 
statistically is impos sible, but because thii:s church C!tnnot be ••experienc-
ed by the ordinary means of perception employed in such areas as philos-
ophy, scitmce, history, where empirical data. are the standard of cogni-
1-4 
tiou.";;> 
Hayer goes on to point out t hat t here are three major dane;ers in the 
tendency to contrast a visible and invisible church. I n the first place 
there i s the danger of e>.terno.lizins the church, and of i'~iling to di stin-
guish between the church in the proper und. improper sense. This leads to 
the point where one a.aoribes to the visible church functions which are 
really in the realm of the Law. Secondly, there is the danger of exter-
nalizing the church to the point where one views it chiefly from the in-
stitutional, aynodic,'ll, statistical, and organizational viewpoint. 1'hen 
finally, "the false antithesis of visible and invisible leads to an un-
ecriptural isolationism and to a legalistic separatisr.1 . 1155 
Three other men, in articles written over a decade ago, criticize 
this contrast of an invisible and visible church. Theodore Graebner 
writes that this oontrnst ia neither Scriptural nor confessional, but it 
is based on Calvin. Use of this contrast can have aume rather negative 
results. One of these ia that frequently the relationship to Christians 
in other bodies is made an abstraction which does not need to be mruiifest 
54tbid., P• 190. 
55Ibid., PP• 196-196, 198. 
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to others. 56 Both Pelikan ana. Pie:pkorn would seer:i to be in agreer/lent 
with Gruebner nnd Mayer when the l uttor writes th1.1t the Lutheran Confea-
siona know of no antithcs:i.a between n •.risible and an invi sible church . 
Aa a matter of fact nowhere do the Coni'csl:iiono describe the church us 
visibilis, sichtlich, inv:i.sibilio, or unsich tlich ; noithar de the Con-
fessions moke the antithesis of the church proprie ~ and impropria 
~.57 'Furthermore one ahould remember that the Luther an Symbols do 
not use the word "church" to denote a denomination.58 Thus one cannot 
V 
link up the Lutheran Church with the true visible church, or, on t he other 
hand, to s o spiritua.lizc the unity of the church that it becomes a 
Platonic abstraction.59 
In still another periodical article written prior to 1956 r. ~~ . Hayer 
disousees "'ehe New Testament Concept of Fellowship." ~very Christian, 
no matter what his denominational affiliation is, has a complete fellow-
ship with Christ. This fellowship crosses all denominational barriers, 
for it is a gift of God to mun. 'rhus, "Bvery Christian shares his bless-
ings with the Christiai1s in every denomination and in every part of the 
60 
world. 11 
56Theodore Graebner, "Kirche und die l<irchen," Horld Luthernnism 
Today: A Tribute to Anders Nygren (Rock Island, Ill.: Augustana Book 
Concern, 1950), PP• 116-117, 119. 
57Arthur Carl Piepkorn, "What the Symbols have to Say About the 
Church," Concordia Theological Monthlx, >.XVI (October 195.5), 722. 
58A. c. Piepkorn, "'rhe Significance of the Luthero.n Symbols for 
Today," Seminarian, VL (June 2, 1954), 39. 
59Jaroslav Peliluln, "Church and Church History in the Gon!essions," 
Concordia Theological Honthly, XXII C-iay 1951), 315. 
6o1t. !!: . Mayer, "The New Testament Concept· of Fellowship," Concordia 
Theological Monthly, XXHI {September 1952), 636. 
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In applying t liis to pray-or followship 1'.ayer writes, "Under given circum-
stances a Christian not only may, but also muf, t r,ray \-tith all Christians." 
T,iis prayer is a manifestation o f the coQmon fellowship ·,·rhich includos 
Christians of all Christian deno:~1inations. 61 
Mayor goes on to sta te t hat since t l:.:i.s fello\';ahip i::; a sacred rela-
tionship to be treasured, Christi,:1ns must do everythin~ within their 
power to deepen it, and muot n.vcid anything that mi.,:;l't hurt or endanger 
it. 62 For example, u por1:~on may still be an inter5ral part of this fellow-
nhip despite the fact thl.l.t he may deny the reul presence. 1,1hen. t his denial, 
however, i::; bo.:.;cd on rationalistic are,"Urnents or " Nostorian aberrations," 
it oa.y eventually l oad to a da:dal cf Chri:;:t' s redemptive work. This i;::; 
63 \·1here the da nc;er lies. Nevertholes i:;, just ao threatening a danger lies 
at the other extreme: 
Nevertheless, every Chri6tiau teacher in tho Church as well ao the 
layman in the :pew ha~ old Adam, who leans t oward doctrinal com-
placency, touurd a @.'las~) .-loctrinal ~ecuri ty, und at timen toward 
doctriI1Dl arrogance'~ here iG always a dan -~er of falli l:':,g into n 
Lehrr:erechtigkeit which is equally as u,;ly and equally as disastrous 
us \'lcrkgerechtigkeit. True humility will say with :)r . Ua.lther : "We 
do not belong t;o those uho6ijelieve that their knowl edge requires no 
expanoion nor correction. " 
The ;:;ajori ty ~.'hich Shared f'icpcr' s View 
Despite the fact that there wore always some men in Missouri Synod 
61I bid., P• 634. 
62Ibid., P• 637. 
G3Ibid. , P• 641. 
64I bid. t P• 643. 
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\·1ho were hcsi tan t to accept all of Pieper• s views r egar ding the church 
and church fellowship, there were many more men who subscribed to Pi ::per's 
views, or, to put i t the other wo....v around, who eopoused viowo which were 
simil ar or ident:l.c a.l to thoso viows embraced by Pi eper. 
Gne Lutheran t heolov.an of t he past who has written almost as much 
about t he church as Pieper wrote is C. ? • .. • '.:ialther, t he? fa.t l!er of the 
Lutheran Ghurch--Missouri Synod. vialtber believed that the church in the 
proper sense was i nvisible--the sum total of all who have been reeenerated 
by t he Holy Spirit. It is onl y in the i ffiproper senue that the church can 
be desi!:.--nated as visi ble--the s um total of all who~ allegi ance to the 
Word of God. I n this visible church there are not only believers, but also 
hypocrites. The visible churchea are divided into two ~roups. Firot there 
is the true visible church (orthodox) i n which God's pure Word is proclaimed 
und the unadulterated sacraments arc administered according to the gospel. 
Then there are aJ.so heterodox churches in which error is taught. These 
heterodox churches are to be distinguished from the Evangelical Lutheran 
Church which is to be regarded as the "true viaible church of God on 
earth.1165 
Walther maintains the same practice of separatism from the heterodox 
church as does Pieper. All forms of fellowship with heterodox churches 
are to be avoido:l. Walther writes: 
.Everyone is obliged, for the sake of his salvation, to flee from all 
false teachers and to avoid all heterodox churches, or sects and, 
on the other hand, to profess allegiance, and adhere, to orthodox 
65c. ~. ~.Walther, The True Visible Church, translated from the 
Gennan by John T. Mueller (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing llouse, 1961), 
PP• 1-50• 
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cone;regntions and their orthodox preachers wherever he finds such.66 
Unlike Pieper , however, i·/alther s t a tes that even a n error against 
the clear stateu:ent of the \•lord of God, does not deprive an individual of 
church fello1;1ship. As a matter of fact : 
Bven an orror conflicting with "the \ford of God and ru-::.sing and mani-
festing itself in cm entire church-body docs not in itself make a 
church-body a false church \·ti th which a.n orthodox Christian, or tho 
orthodox church, would have to broak off fellowship.67 
J. T. I-fueller is another Lutheran theologian \-Iho is sympathetic to 
Pieper's distinction between the heterodox and orthodox church, and the 
practice of separatisti c fellowship between the two divisions. He writes: 
One thins i s certain : If we give up the Scriptural distinction of 
the eccle!lia visi:,ilis and invioibilis and of orthodox visible 
chur ches and heterodox visible churches, which we must avoid, then 
the entire doctrine of the Church becomes uncertain and confused. 
Then, too, t here will be nothing to oppose to the prevailine; union-
ism of 6§'1ay, and rationalism will reign and destroy without hin-drance. 
Further proof that Pieper's doctrine of the church and church fellow-
ship was the dominant viow of the church throughout the past history of 
the l-1issouri Synod is seen in the fact that in 1932 synod adopted the 
Brief Statement of the Doctrinal Position of tho Missc.iuri Synod which was, 
in part, written by Pieper. 'l'his document required all ChriGtians to 
discriminate between orthodox an.d heterodox church bodies, and have fel-
lowship onily with the orthodox. :\ny kind of fellowship with adherents of 
false doctrine was considered disobedionce to God's command and sinful 
660. :r·. w. \~alther, "Walther's Theses on the Church," Moving 
Frontiers, P• 165. 
67(,!uoted in Ronald F. Bla.eos, "?he Problem of Christian and Church 
Fellowohip" (unpublished Ba.chetor•s Thesis, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, 
1961), P• 72. 
68J(i,hn) T. M (uellerJ, "The New Testament Conception or the Church,'' 
Concordia Theolopical Monthlx, X (JW:le 1939), 466. 
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unionism tihich might ultimately lead to the loss of God• s entire Ward. 69 
In 194? J. v,J. Behnken wrote an article severely condemning any form 
of fellowahip with other Luth~rans. What he has to say about this kind 
of fellowship, would apply even more strang.1y to fgllowship with non-
Lutheran Christiana. Behnken writes as follows: 
~l'oday nfforts o.re being put forth toward :fellowship via co-operation. 
Co-operative efforts have been proclaimed and heralded as harbing~rs 
of Lutheran fellowship and Lutheran union. I.et me speak very frunkly. 
If such co-operation involves joint work in missions, in Christian 
education, in s tudent welfare work, in joint services celebratin~ 
great events, then co-operation is just another name for pulpit, 
altar, and prayer fellowship. •,·/ithout doctrinal agreement, this 
spells compromise. It meruis yielding in doctrinal positions. Such 
f ellowship will not s tand in the light of .Scripture.70 
In s ummary therefore it would seem that although there '.Jere several 
men t hroughout the history of the Missouri Synod who disagreed with tho 
vie \11 of the church and church fellowship maintcined by :Pieper, the dominant 
view whi ch persisted, ut least up until thia decade, was a view which 
would be sj.milar to Pieper• a view in almost every respect. Many other 
sources oould be cited to illustrate this. For example mo.st of the 2:>yn-
odicru. conventiona from the early part of the twentieth century up through 
1953 had at least one resc,lutien which in one way or another refiected 
Pieper's doctrine of the church or church fellowship. 71 3u!fice it to 
say that, to a greater or lesser degree, Pieper's views on this subject 
dominated synodical thinking for many decades. 
69"Brief Statement of the Doctrinal Position of the Missouri Synod," 
in the supplement to the Re rts and Memorials of the Fort -Fifth Re ar 
Convention of the Lutheran Church-Missouri S nod, June 20-30, l 2 
(st. Louis: Concordia .Publishing House, l P• 6, Far. 28. · 
7011Fellowship among Lutherans," Concordia Theological Nonthly, 
XVIII (February 194'7), 122 • . 
'llrred 'd. Meuser, "Pulpit and Altar Fellowship SJao.ng Lutherans in 
America," Church in Fellowship, edited by Vilmos Vajta (Minneapolisi 
Augsburg Publishing House, 196~ PP• 6o-63. 
CHAPTZH III 
The Present Existence of the Traditional View 
'rhat the traditional view of t he church a nd church fellowship--
the view expounded by r~ranz Pioper--is still quite popular in the 
Lutheran Church-MisBouri Synod is evidenced by the mer.'iorials and resolu-
tions of synodical conventi0ns of the last decade, as l-/ell as by many 
periodical articles which have been published. 
In the first place, the present existence of the traditional view 
of the church can still be evidenced. bJ the conventionf:l of the Lutheran 
Church--r~issouri Synod. At the 1956 convention this traditional view is 
reflected in the report, as well as the resolution accepting this report, 
of the committee which ,1as appointed by the pra.eaidium to inveotigate 
the possibilities of membership in the Lutheran \forld Federation. ~~uot-
ing the Brief Statement the report states that all Christians are required 
to discriminate between orthodox and heterodox churches, avoiding all 
forms of fellowship with the heterodox. Since the Federation . promotes 
cooperation in actual church work such aa joint miasions, educational 
endeavors, and a witness to th~ world of the sospel of Christ, therefore, 
continues the report, joining such an organization would involve the 
l-~issouri Synod in a union with heterodox church groups. Furthermore, 
member churches net only surrender their confessional autonooy, but also 
fail to distinguiah between truth and error, orthodoxy and heterodoxy. 
Thus it would be impossible for an orthodox church to entrust certain of 
ita ministries to men whom it feels constrained to call to repentance 
I 
3} 
for t olerntine; error. In acceptinc; the report of the committee, and in 
refu~ine; to join t he Federation, t he 1956 synodical convention answered 
an overwhelming negati ve to the following question po~ed by the committee: 
v 
Can an orthodox church body be a party to spiritual aid in wM.ch 
orthodox and h0terodox bodi es unite, to an action i n which the 
critical question of the Scr!ptural and confes sional quality of 
that ai d i s left ~nanswered? 
I n t he 1959 conventi on of the Missouri Synod it was re.solved to sub-
scri be t o t he Br i ef 3tatement as well as all other doctrinal s t a t ements 
adopted by Synod. These s tnt~ments , according to ~esolution Nine, are 
to be binding as publica doctrina i n 3yned, and t hus ar e to be t aught by 
all ministers and t eachers . 2 The Brief St a tement di atinguishes between t he 
visible ( improperly speakin,f; ) and the invisible ( properly speaking) church, 
the f ormer beini; divided into heterodox and orthotloJ,: bodies. It soes on 
to state: 
/,ll Chris tians are r equired by God to discri:ninate between orthodox 
and hetorodox church-bodies, Matt. 7:15, to have church-fello\-1shi p 
only with orthodox church-bodies, and, in csse they have strayed into 
heterodox church- bodies, to leave them, ~om. 16:17. We repudiate 
union;-;5m1 that ia, church-fellowship with the adherents of false 
doctrine as disobedience to God's CO!!mlalld1 as causing divisions in 
the Church, Rom. 16:17; 2 Jn. 9:10, and as involving the c3nstant 
danger of losing the ~'lord of God entirely, 2 Tim. 2:17-21. 
! 
1Proceedin s of the Fort -Third Re ar Convention of the Lutheran 
Church-... Misuouri Synod, June 20-291 195 St. Louis: Concordi a Publish-
ing House, 1956), PP• 528-532. It is iutere~ting to note that in adopt-
ing this resolution--Resolution 11--there were only twelve negative votes 
(p. 538) • 
lar Convention of the Lutheran 
St. Louis: Concordia Publish-
}"Brief Statement of the Doctrinal Position of the Missouri Synod," 
Re orts a.nd ?-1emor1ala of the Fort -Fifth Re lar Convention or the 
Lutheran Church--Missouri Sypod, J'une 20-30, 19 2 st. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1962), Supploment, P• 6. 
/, 
1'he idea tr at the Misaouri ::;ynod was the orthodox church, with purity 
of doctri ne and pr nctice, was still present in the 1962 Synodical conven-
tion where it was r e sol vcd, 1"l'hat we thank God for the blessing of purity 
of doctrine and practice Jle has granted to our Synod without rury merit on 
If 
our pe..rt • " 
There were a:t so at this convention, ao well as at the 1965 convention, 
many memor ials, consistently proposed by some of the more conserva t i ve 
elements in synod. For the most part Synod either rejected these resolu-
t ionu, or vot ed t o t ak.e no action on them, for one r eason or another. For 
example, i n Memorial 312 it was proposed thut synod limit contact with 
heterodox chiirci, bodies , especi ally with regard to military chapl aincies, 
s ocial agenciec , and campus work . 'rbis resolution 1'laa stimulated by the 
bel ief that "the line o f demarcation between truth and error for a number 
of years has been blurred by uni onistic and syncreti stic tendencies and 
activi ties ; • • • • 115 .Since t here ,1e r e other resolutions which alluded 
in some ,1ay t o t his memor i al , synod voted to ta;.:e no f urther acti on on t his 
memorial. 3imilar momori alo were proposed and defeated in both this 1962 
convention and in the 1965 convention.6 
4Resolution 3-10, Proceedin a of the Fort• -:i"ifth Ro 
of the Lutheran Church--Hissouri Synod, June 20-29, 19 2, 
Concordia Publishing House, 1§6~, P• 103. 
5Reports and Memorials, 1962, PP• 151-1,52. 
6cr. ibid., PP• 163-16Z, ( Memorials 332,333, and 349). Also, Memo-
rials 2-24 and 3-19, Convention Workbook (Reports and Overtures), 46th 
Re . ar Convention The Lutheran Church-Missouri S nod, June 16-2b;-1'.965 
St. Louis: Concordia Publishing Rouse, 1 PP• 72-73, 98. 
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J\rticle VI of the Constitution of the Missouri Synod would seem to 
provide further indication of the existence of the traditional view of 
the church and church f ellowship. This particular article of the con-
stitution deals with the conditions for holding membership in Synod. The 
second paragr aph r eado ~s follows: 
2. Renunciut ion of unionism and syncretism of every ciescription, 
such as: 
a. Zerving congre6ations of mixed confes s ion, as such, by 
min.inters of tho church; 
b. Tadng 1>art in the oervices and sncramental rites of 
heterodox congregati ons or of congregations of mixed con-
fession; 
c. Participating i~ heterodox tract and missionary activitiea.7 
Va~ious periodi cal articl ee and conference papora also witness to the 
fact t ha t t he traditional view of the church and church fellowship was 
still present in the Missouri Synod throughout this last decade. There 
are s till many i ndividual s , for example, who hold to the distinction of 
the visible and i nvisible church. Both 0tte8 and Burgdorr9 refer to the 
church ae an invisible company or body, while Sauer links up the Lutheran 
denomination with the "true vioible church," although he admits that t his 
10 
title does not imply that this body is f ree from error. 
[st. 
The 
?Handbook ~f' the Lutheran Church--Missouri nod, 1963 edition 
Louio: Concordia Publishing House, 19 3. 
8Gilbert T. Otte, "The Distinctive Marko of tho Christian Church," 
Lutheran \~itness, LXXVII {Noverr1ber 18, 1958), P• 537. 
9P(aul] H. B uirgdort] , 11'1.'he False Claims of the Roman Catholic 
Church and the Great Protestant Reaction," The Confessional Lutheran, 
XVIII {April 1957), P• 41. 
lOAlfred von Rohr Sauer, "The Doctrine or the Church," The Abiding 
~(st.Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1960), III, 323. 
It follows from the vieible-ilwiaible distinction that the heterodox-
orthodox differentiation will alao bo made. i:berhv.rd states that a church 
ia orthodox if it teaches Scripture in ita purity, and administers the 
sacr&.ments as ChriGt instituted them. "!'he heterodox church, on the other 
h ll -and, ref~rs to D.nY church which tolerates false doctrine in its midst. 
Burgdorf goes so far as to question aG to whether these heterodox bodies 
could be considored churches: 
It is only becc1use of the believers at:1011~ them who do not realize 
their actual situa tion that we still speak of such het~rodox bodies 
as "Christian'' or inci.eed as "churches" a.t all while at the sarae time 
their error stumps them UG sects and demandsJ1!hat we reject them as 
such o.nd refuse them tho hand of fellowah:i.p. 
(.u·t of tho visible-invisicle, l:oterodox-orthodox dichotomy of the 
church flows a concept of an invisible unity ot· tiie invisible ch~rch. 
This rosulta in a unity of the visible church based on an agreement in 
doctrine which closely resembles Pie1l~1r' :a views on church unity. F'or 
example, the unity of the church described in Article VII of the Au5sburg 
Confession is interpreted by some ao a platonic, spiri t~ial unity which 
exists among all Christians, but which man cnn do nothing to outwardly 
. - t 13 man1.1ee. "As little us we can ohow the one body of Christt so little 
11carl A. Eberhard, "We Believe, teach, and confess The Church," 
The Lutheran Witness, LXXIX (July 26, 1960), 379. It is interesting to 
note that not one oi' theGe men precisely defines "pure doctrine." lt 
can only be implied from the antithesis (i.e. heterodox church) that 
"pure doctrine" refers not just to the gospel (Cf. Augsburg Confession 
V!I), but also to all of the doctrinal statements of Scripture, and the 
interpretation of those statements. 
12nurgdorf, p. 42. 
l3"The Proper Understanding of Article VII 0£ the Augsburg Confes-





can we sho\'l the oneness of the church." The unity for which the church 
~ t1ork i s ~ uni ty of the visible church. Thio unity 2;s based on core-
plote ~greement in all of tho doctrines of Scripture; and it is accom• 
plished when all in the church "sr:,eak the eame thirii:;. 1115 1)isagreements 
r~gardin~ the truths of Scripture bring about a disunity of the visible 
church, while agr ee r.~ent concerning these truths means unity. This shous 
the need for \-that Naumann calls "indoctrination," since "our effort::. to 
bring the kno,·1ledee of tho truth to the highest possible level, are all 
16 
needed t o keep us fru.thful to the one truth." Thus unity will not 
really be achieved until the church bodies "agree in all doctrines of Holy 
Scripture. Ho morel No lesst1117 
The conver s e of this is also true ~coording to the current tradition-
al viewD. When church bodies unite in fellowship without complete agree-
ment in the doctrines of Sctipture• or when ministers join in religious 
services deapite disagreement in doctrine, then these bodies are engag-
ing in sinful unionism.18 In a volume of ~'he Abiding Word published in 
196o !-Ja.uer writes regarding this subject: 
14Martin J. Naumann, "To Keep the Unity of the Spirit in the Bond 
of Peace," The Lutheran \<:itness, L:OIV (August 14, 1956), 307. • 
l5Jtrederic Niedner, 11What' s tho Meaning? Unionism, 11 The Lutheran 
·witness, LXXVIII (Cctober~20~ 1959), 491. 
16 Naumann, P• 308. 
17Ibid. 
18 liiiedner, P• 491. 
Perhaps someone will sas; If we Lutherans of the Missouri Synod 
~ in fellowship with believing Chri$tians in other church bodies, 
then why can't we ,practice this fellowship? The answer is t his: 
i'Jhile the followship is there which unites C.:hristiuns in the una 
suncta, in the congregation of believers, yet we cannot practice fel-
lowship with the Christians in these other church bodies ae lonB aa 
some difference of doctrine separates them from us. According to the 
Word of God \te c an practice fellowship only with those Christians 
with whom we arc united in doctrine nnd practice. Therefore, while 
we recognize that there are Christians in other church bodies, we 
cwrnot practice fellowship \·lith them because the Word of God forbids 
thia.19 
Thus, the practice of fellowship with membero of the heterodox church 
is sinful bees.use it i~ forbidden by Scripture. In support of t his view 
Sauer quotes the traditionally quoted Scripture passages: Matthew 7:15; 
Romana 16:17; I •rirnothy 6:3-51 Titus 3:10; and II Jchn 10:ll. 20 Theee 
and sirailar paosages a.re used by most of the other clergymen who would 
maintain this view of the practice of oelective fellowship.21 
Fellowship with heterodox church bodies, however, must not only be 
avoided bccauoe Scripture forbids it, but also because a certain amount 
of danger is involved in such fellowship. Sohn writes that joining in 
prayer with those of other faiths implies doctrinal indifference which 
22 is "always a serious menace to the true health'·' of the church. 
19sauer1 P• 325. 
20ibid. 
-211:.g., Carl A. Gieeeler, "Counterfeit Christianity•" The Lutheran 
Witness, LXXIX (August 9, l96o) 1 4041 :F]berhard, P• 379; George J. Meyer• 
"The Church and the Churches," The Lutheran Witness, LXXVII (December 16, 
1958), .585; Otto :.:. Sobn, '1Whnt' s the Answer," The Lutheran witness. 
LXXVI (Mareh 12, 1957), 137• 
22 Sohn, P• 137• 
• 
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George Meyer o.lso 1>oints out the du.ngcr in wha t might seem to be the 
slightest er r or. Re writes as follows: 
'l'he Bible i s ve ry empha tic in forb"idding fello,1ship id th those who 
teach error •••• Keep your distance and stay aloof f rom them. 
! hey look innocent, but •••• that danger lurks even in one "little 
error •••• h'ven one false doctrine i f it is adhered ;3 and de-
f ended, may uf'fec't all that one believe~ and confesaes. "' 
It would thus seem f r om most o:t the writing cit ed above that even 
the s l i ghtest err or i n i nterpreting the Bible could raean that all fellow-
ship should be avoided. In none of the above writings is there any clear 
definition of \:/hat is meant by a doctrine. One of the more conservat i ve 
journr.us di stri buted among many members of synod, however, lists some of 
these "clear doctl'ines of Gcripture": the 71,osaic authorship 0£ the 
Pentateuch , t he ~~ creation, the historicity of Ad.nm and ~'ve, the 
fall of man, t he f lood, and Jonah (as theae stories are described in 
Scripture). Anyone who toachea otherwise is a f ~lse teacher; and, the 
implication would be any church which tolerates such error is a heterodox 
24 church. Now it ia true that this does not mean to imply that the other 
authors of this section, cited above, would necessarily agree with t his 
particular list. George Meyer, for example, says that the church must 
permit differences where Scripture has not spoken clearly.25 
One more question needs te be asked in this section. Exactly wh~t 
form of the practice of fellowship io being conde11ned by these traditional 
views? The an~wer to this, however, is not spelled out in any detail. 
23aeorge Meyer, P• .585. 
24
"Division in the Missouri Gynod," The Confessional Lutheran, XXV 
(September 1964), 82. 
2.5oeorge Meyer, P• 585. 
4o 
Most of . the works cited condemn any form of fellowship with heterodox 
church bodies, be it pr.?.yor, pulpit, or altar fellowship . c. s. Meyer v· 
condemna pulpit and altar fellowship but allovs for the possibility in 
certain circumstances that the church may, by its very nature, be re-
quired to join with others in prayer fellowship.26y Cn the other band, 
P.H. Burgdorf repudiates any form of fellowship with adherent~ of false 
doctrine, 
ilhether such fellowship is practiced within or without a formal 
organization really makes no difference. And we may add that when 
it is practiced ao "cooperation in externals11 th~, merely adds the 
offense of deception to the offense of unionism. 
V 
It is thu6 clear that thore are many members of the Missouri Synod 
today whoso views on the church and church fellowship are quite similar 
to the traditional. viewo of aynod--thoae views maintained by Franz Pieper. 
DeGpite the fact that within this group there is variety and debate, the 
essence of this traditional view remains the same. 
The Emergence of a New Consensus 
Regarding the Theology of the Church 
Although the traditional view of the church is atill reflected today 
in the writings of many members o! synod, a nev consensus of opinion re-
garding the doctrine of the church and church fellowship seer:is to be 
emerging. Thia consensus can be seen in three •spects of the church: a 
theology of the church, a theolo£iY of tho unity of the church, and a theol• 
ogy of fellowship •. 
i 26nJ.)ra:ter Followship," Proceedings of the Seventy-Third Convention 
of the Western District of the Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod, June l?-
21, .1957 (st. Louie: Concordia Publishing House,' l957J, P• SJ. 
2?"The St. Louis Lutheran (Juestions Nissouri' s Practice," The Con-
fessional Lutherclll, XVII (Octob~r 1956), 99• 
j 
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~lany images are used to describe the church, 'out one of the moat domi-
nant ones is the body of Christ. It io importo.nt te note, ae ~ia.rtin 
Kretzmann points out, that the body of Chriat includes all Chrictians--
the whole church, and not just one part of it. Those who nre n part of this 
body share a threefold rda tionship: they are r 1,latcd to t he head of that 
body, to each other, and to the world. 28 
In the first place t hose who are a part of the body of Christ a.re 
related to the triune Cod. It is God who has created the community, 
,-1ritos Coiner, by 11redeerning and claiming His people in Christ.1129 This 
is an imp0rtC1nt factor to keep in mind, for if the church is the work of 
God, then the for.ns and structures with which men operate tod.iy are only 
secondary and temporary. Because of this fact, the church cannot be placed 
,1ithin denominationa l walls, for denominations a.re the creation of men.30 
Thomas Coo.tea mainta.ins t his when he writes th.at the church cannot be 
"compres::;ed within any organi zational framework; the~ sancta ecclesia 
iG not coterminous with any ecclesi aoticul insti tution.1131 y 
Beine; united to Christ, however, deecribos n relationship to the 
28Martin Krctzmann, 11How in the World'!," The Lutheran Witness, 
LXXXIII (August 4, 1964), 389. 
29uarry Coiner, "Affirming the Holy Christian Church, the Communion 
·of Saints," Convention i1roceedings1 The Southern Nebraska District, la! 
Lutheran Church-Misoouri :l od Thirt -Fifth Convention, June 19-21, 1961 
st. Louis: Concordia Publiohing House, 1 l~ , P• 11 • 
30Hoy Blumhorst, "Death nnd Birth of the l:'arish--In the .Suburbs," 
Death and Birth of the Parish, edited by Hartin Marty (st. Louis: Concor-
dia Publishing House, 1964), P• 113 • 
.}~om-,as Coatea1 uone Body in Christ: Theory or l;ro.ctiee?" !!!,! 
Cresset1 XX (June 1957), 8. 
\...-· 
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eu13,ggelion. This relationship conGtrains members to confess ·their total 
depend~nce on the revelation of God in ~lord and Sacrament. It is in this 
sense that the church can be defined ao people who are gathered around 
the moans of erace. But this perspective also has the other advanta ges 
of guarding against any "institutionalization of f aith. 11 Thus faith can 
never become simply an nssent to certain tluctrinal principles. Seen in 
this light faith iis a "living active thing because it draws i t s vitalit y 
from Jesus Christ, the living head of the living bod:r. 1132 
In the second pluce, those who are a part of the body of Christ st~nd 
in a rela tionsltlp to each other. 'l'hrough b1,\pti sm all huve been equally 
incorpora ted into thio bcdy. Since member ship in this body i:.s the wo1·k 
of God und not of man, and since the Holy Spirit dwells in ull who have 
been i.ncorporated in this body, "there can be no distinction of rank or 
importance among the members of the body. u33 l,ll members are one, rcgru·d-
less of ..-,ho.t denor.1ino.tional label they mt~y bear. Frederick Danker empha-
sizes the fact that a Christian is in fellowship with every other Christian 
in the world, n reality which each Christian mus t reflect in his daily 
life. 'Thus, con.tinuee Danker, 
,i'hen I meet a strartf;er I am not primarily or even secondarily con-
cerned wh&ther he is o. member of a cllurch. I enquire first of all 
wllether he is a Christian. If' he-tells me he boloncs to such and 
such a church, I t6ll him that I didn't aak that queotion. I want 
to know whether he is a Christian. Too much of our church canvas-
sing ia done in terms of denominational slots; this is the result 
of equating church fellowship with sectarian identity. But i! I 
}2iierbert T. Hayer, "And lie ~hall Reign :forever and Ever," produced 
by the Fro. th Forward Gonunit tee or the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod 
(St. Louis: (Concordia Publishing Hous~, 1963), P• 29. 
,;3Martin L. 1-·;retzmaru:1, "Report or Mission Selr-studj and Survey,'' 
Convention Workbook, P• 116. 
ask whether a man is a !hristian I rise above social, re.cial, cul-
tural, or historical distinctiveness of my own zroup. If I dis-
cover he is not a Christian, I aeek to share the f ellowship of Chri~t 
with him; if he is fa Christian , I hnve found another perfion with 
\·1hom I can enter int94a partnership of giving and r r;ceiving the gifts of' the Spirit • .:.i 
Since the relationship we have ,.,i th other Christians i s based on the 
act of God, uniting all Christians in the body of Christ, t hi s relation-
ship does not depend on the degree of sanctifi cation in knowledge or in 
action attained by any of the other Christians. Tho relationship which 
we have with otr.er Chrtatians is bauecl on tho act of God by which he 
creates faith. This fnith cannot be measured by degrees in various 
Christians, for the communio sanctorum is always the communio peccatorum, 
i.llld Chrintiaos stand in the some relationship to each other regardless of 
their sin, s ince their relationship does not depend on their own action 
but on Cod's. Thus, according to Martin Kretzmann, Chri!:.tians will alw.:cys 
be willing to listen to those who differ from them. Christians will want 
to enter into relationships which will enable this listening, so that all 
who have been called by God will help one another. 35 
In the third place the members of the body of Christ, the church, 
are related to each other in their mission to the world. Thus not only 
are local Christian oongresations and denominations in mission to each 
other, seekin6 tc build each other up into a stron~-cr body, but they are 
also in miBsion to the world.36 In thia connection, each denominational 
34nwhat ia the Ch.urch to You? 11 · Advance, XI (June 1964), 20. 
35Kretzmann, "Heport," Convention Workbook, P• 120. Cf. William 
Backus, Paul Malte, and Wayne Saffen, Adventurinp; in th~ Church 0-~edford, 
Oregon: Moroe Presa, 1960), P• 130. 
56Kretzmann, "Heport,11 Convention Workbook, P• 120. 
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group of Chriotians must re<llize that it has a aha.re in the overall mio-
sion of the \•thole church to the whole world. 'rids me,.m::. tiu~t no denomi-
national. grouping can net a.o if it alone has "received t hi,:; mi ssion rrom 
the Lord of the church..u37 
Since the members oi' the church have a miasion to each other an<i to 
the world, and since they are one in the body of Christ, they must there-
fore seek ways to recognize and practico the unity wJ:ich they already have. 
They must be willing to carry out an active mission to the other denomi-
national groupinss, aG well as be willin~ to become the object of mis-
sion from other parts of that body.38 Kretzmann w1·ites: 
Since the body of Christ is one, the local community of believers 
has the responsibility of c.arrying tho Hord of faith to similar 
local co,::munities of believers in the continuins task of mutual edi-
fication \'tithin the body of Christ. This obligation rests on every 
part of. the church because of its oneness, which rests in, grows out 
of, and ia created by faith in Christ, which God has given through 
the \·tork of the Holy Spirit. This obligation of being in mission to 
one another does not crow out of organizational oneness, which is 
not the substantive basis of unity, but out of the common relation 
which all believers bear to Christ and which has been created by the 
Holy Spirit. l1a t his obligation is fulfilled in the power of the 
Holy S,:lirit, the church will be lead to express its oneness also in 
organization~9structures in order tho.t this ononess may be deepened and enlarged. 
It is quite clear• thent that in order to carry out their responsibi-
lity to each other, the members of the church have to get close enough to 
each other so that they can brine God'a forgiveness in Christ to each 
other; but, according to Caemmerer, they have to forgive each other 
37 Kretzmann, "How in the World?, 11 The Lutheran ;·i i tnesa, LXXXIII, 389. 
JBKretzmann, "Heport," Convention Workbook, P• 120. 
}9Ibid. 
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in order to do t his. "They have to look like people who \1ant each other's 
good. They have to overcome every ill feeling and stifle every rejection 
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of each other." One of the chiof reaourcea for t hio unity is the 
sacrornent of Holy Communion which is ind~ed 11 tho holy sharing." Together 
Christians t r;1.k e the body and blood of Jesuz and give it to one another. 
!11 Thus Christians themselves are one body tocether~the body of Chrint. 
All of this refers to the maintenance of t ho unity of Chriot's body. 
Caemmerer then concludes: 
Christ builds His church and preservos its unity throueh the people 
of His church, as they remind each other of Christ's saving ~,or1-. , 
remain clos e t o each other in love , and sustain ea~~ other's faith 
through Ghrist'G forgiveness--till He comes again.' 
Rogor ding the Uni ty of' the Church 
'.l'he l<oy to the unity of the church is that the atoning work of Christ 
has mad0 his people to be one with one another. This atonement removes 
the barrierG bct\'leon man and God and also between God I ti own children in 
the body of Chrint (which is the term used to picture the unity in the 
11-3 
church). This is why CaeL;merer con sa.y that the unity of the church 
does not exist in the fact that tlle members are together, or that they 
are equal to each other or that they share the same doctrinal formulations, 
"but by virtue of their membership in Jesus Christ, and by virtue o! their 
4oRichard R. Caemmercr, Christ Builds His Church {St. Louis: Con-
cordia Publishing liouse, 1963), P• 56. 
41Ibid., P• 90• 
42Ibid., P• 9'+. 
43Richard H. Caemmercr and r-:~in L. Lueker , Church and NinisY.7 
in Transition (~t. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1964), P• 2 • 
activities in supporting one another, they are literally one body.1144 
Regardint"; this unity of the church James h' . Mayer, in an article 
entitled 11'1'he Church a s the People of God United in the \'ford of God,'' 
writes that one cannot guaruntoe or create unity by doctrinal formula-
tions. vne ctm only bear witness to the unity wh.i.ch already exists. As 
a matter of fact, it i.-,ould seem to be Schwaermerei to say that you can-
not know that any group cf Clu•istians is one until it first ar,reea on 
all points of doctrine. l-1ayer t :-ten illustrates tbis. "A" constantly 
upholdG "pure" doctrine, but tends to be rather haughty and contemp-
tuous of ethers who differ with him. 11B" on the other hand doeo not 
hold to the inerrancy of Scripture, yet he gives evidence in word and 
deed of being bound to Scripture and Christ in a way that ''A11 does net. 
Both 11 "and "li" are Christians who come into close contact with each 
other. :Furthermore, the "unity in the \·Jord" is thereby an act of God, 
npa.rt from uny der,oruinationa.l affiliation. "B's" ro::;ponae to the ':ford 
is no moro dovisivc of unity tban ia 11A's. 11 Both need renewal and 
growth through word and sacrament. In conclusion Mayer asks i! 11A" and 
"B'' are not "'united in the ~ord' in a wo:., tb..<i. t is somehow more signifi-
cwit, more crucial than tho fellowship either 'A' or 'B' has with his 
synodical brethren 300 miles away?1145 
44Richard R. Caemmerer, "The Bod:, or Christ," Concordia Theological 
Monthly, XXXV (May 1964), 264. Hereafter this periodical will be re-
ferred to as £Itf• 
" 
45James 'ii. Nayer, "'l'he Church as the People of God United in the 
8ord of God,"~. XXXIII (November 1962), 663-664. 
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Thia essentially is the opinion of Richard Caemmerer who, discus-
sing /irticle V!I of the Augsburg Confession, says that agreement in doc-
trinal formulations is not what is necessary to perceive the unity of the 
church. Rather, you must t:et Christians to work together for the teach-
ing of the BOspel, 1md tho administering of. the aacra:nents. This is suf-
ficient to have and percc:ive the true unity of the church. In explai.ning 
t11is Caem:nerer writes: 
The gospel is not uo much a "doctrine" or a bundle of doctrines as 
a message to be promulgated and applied to men. The sacruments are 
ceremonies \-lhich serve their purpose not so much when people agroe 
as to what they are but when they are actually administered to 
people.Li6 
Two factors, however, are frequently pointed out regardine this 
unity of the church. In the first place it is noted that this unity is 
not a gocll towards which the church must constantly otrive. The church 
is tb.e body of Christ, nnd this, in itself, indicates that the unity al-
ready exists as a gift of God. It thus rernains for the church to seek 




'l.'his, in essence, 
would seem to be the gist of one part of the Common Confession which 
reads: 
The oneness or the Church ia not a goal to be achieved or a task to 
be completed. It is a unity that belongs t o the eGsence of the 
Church because the one Christ, the Lord of heaven and earth, is its 
Head. Either a man belongs to this one Church, or he does not. 
Either the Church is the one Church, or i~ is not the Church. This 
union with Christ as the Head also brings about the union ot be-
lievers with one another. The uniting power of the .Gospel becomes 
46a1chard n. Caemmerer, "Church Unity and Communication," The 
Christian Century, LXXIII (April 4, 1956), 417. ----
4? H. Ma,.er, P• 30• 
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manifest both in local gQngresations and groups of congregations 
throughout Christendom. tij 
A second aopect of the unity of the Church is that this unity is not 
a.n invisible, myotical, platonic kind of unity. Nor is it a unity of the 
"invisible" church. To the ccmtrary, it io a dynamic U."lity, a "living, 
functioning, or ganic unity like that of the hurnrui bc.dy, in which no part 
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or member is expendable and none is solitary.""' "Caemmerer and Lueker 
refer to this spiritualized unity of the church when they discues two 
common perversions of the church: 
/,s the church th.r ough the ages developed orga11ize.tionaJ. and political 
structures, the tendency emerged to lose sight of the basic spiritual 
quality of this unity and to replace it with secular counterparts 
of government or wealth. This tendency \tas paralleled by another-
to spiritualizo the unity of the church until it had no actual and 
concrete existence, to claim a unity between Christians who feuded 
aud r efused in practice to care for each other's spiritual life. 
The New Testament steers clear of both of these extremes.50 
Despite the fact that this unity of the church is a gift of God, the 
unity is nevertheless threatened when the church fails to recognize it and 
4811The Comr.1on Confession," Reports and Memorials of the Twenty-~igbth 
Dele ate Convention of the Lutheran Church--Missouri S 20-30, 
195 St. Louisi Cencordia Publishing lloua<t, 195 ), P• 
49Martin H. }'ranzmann, "A Lutheran Study of Church Unit:,," Esaays on 
the Lutheran Confessions Baaic to Lutheran Cooperation (St. Louia and 
New York: Published jointly by tbe Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod and 
the National Lutheran Geuncilt 1961) • p. 21. Ct• Caemmerer, 11Body of 
Christ," CTM, P• 266. The validity of this statement could be renected 
in a passage such as John 17:23, where Christ pr~s that the church may 
be perfectly one, so that the world might know that God sent Jesus, and 
that God loves the church. If the unity of the church were abstract or 
invisible, this statement would be impossible. 
50caemmerer and Lueker, P• 28. 
put it into practice. When tho church fails to put this unity into prac-
tice, it ceases to be the church. For, according to Caemmercr, tbe church 
must cons tantly recognize nnd preserve the unity of the spirit in the 
bond of pence, and must never abstract this unity from the actiono of the 
people.51 Thia is the problem to which James Nayer is addressing himself 
when he writes the following: 
l;Jhen we stop the process, when we no longer live in the Word with 
one another, we are in danger of losing the unity also, because we 
have prevented exposure to the means whereby the unity is given, 
and are ignoring the process by which it is experienced and ex-
pressed.52 
The church will be torn by dissensions and divioions, but the unity 
can nevertheless be preserved by the exercise of self-sacrificial love--
love which, according to Caemmerer, breaks every other barrier down.53 
The unity ia further preserved by sharing the word of God with one another, 
54 thua protecting one another from falling away. Furthermore tho unity 
of the church ia preserved aimply by holding out the meaning o! Holy 
Communion; for it io in Uci>ly Communion that Christ offers the church His 
body and blood which make the church one. Thus it is through the word cf 
5~. R. Caemmerer, "Lot the Church be the Church," Proceedings or 
of the 4oth Convention of the Texas District or The Lutheran Church--
Missouri S*nod, Morch 3()-April 3, 1964 (st. Louis: Concordia Publishing 
House, 196 £(, P• 46. Caemmerer says that the ApoloQ ('l'appert, P• l?l: 
20) warns against the tendency to think of the universal church in this 
1"..ind of philosophical. way. Cf. James Mayer, 11Practical Implications of 
the Theology of the Church," unpublished essay delivered at the Workshop 
of tho Church and Ministry at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Plenary 
Session, July 26, 1963. 
52J. Moyer, "The Church as the People,"£!!!, XXXIII, 663. 
53caemmerer, "Body of Christ," ~. XXXV, 264. 
54caemmerer, ''Let the Church," Proceedin5s or Texas District, P• 56. 
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God's redeemine; mercy, spoken to each other, and reinforced by the Sac-
rament of Holy Communion, that the Holy S1Jirit absolves di1Jsensiona, 
bringing the people of God together in one closely-knit body. This is 
the only wa:y to repair the "breakdown of unit:,, the bickering and quarrel-
someness, that makes the church an .unholy club with a religious sign-
board.1155 It must be noted, however, as Caemmerer points out, that the 
church cannot do this unless individual Christian groups are close enoug..~ 
to each other to apeak freely to each other. In explaining this 
Cuemr.',erer writes: 
If I nm content to teach my goapel and administer my sacraments 
just to a consciously singled-out segment of the church, I am in 
danger of becoming a oecretary; I do not foster the unity of the 
church. Together with my "right" gospel and eacramonts I need the 
outreach, the lines of communication, to bring them to others. 
Furthermore, all over the world there are men and women who have a 
word of the true gospel to speak to me. I must let down the draw-
bridge, tune in on their channel, so that the church of Christ may 
become the one body He envisioned.56 
Regarding the Theology o! Fellowship 
Closely related to an understanding of the unity of the churoh is 
the theology of fellovship. Two of the major documents of this past dec-
ade would seem to be the 1962 and the 1965 versions of the Theology of 
Fellowship. It would first seem necessary to understand the Cotnlllon Confes-
sion, which could be considered an important transition to the theology 
of fellowship as expressed in the document, The Theology of Fellowship. 
55 · 
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According to the Common Confeo~ion fidelity to Gcripturen is re-
quired of all Christians. If a person, throur,h the power of the Holy 
Spirit, recognizes the Scriptures as his only authority in all issues of 
life and fro.th, and then conforms to these Scriptures, refusing to deny 
or ignore them, that person is to bo regarded as a brother in the Lord 
and fellow worker of the kingdom. "Not to recognize him as such consti-
tutes a denial of Christ's work in the brother and leads to schism in 
the Church."5? 
On the other hand, teachin5 other than Scripture teaches, maintain-
ing dogma that is contrary to Scripture, or omitting any part of the Word 
of God, creates dissensions in the church, disrupting its unity. The 
unity of the church is also disrupted when the church tolerates false 
teaching and practice contrary to Scripture; or such unity is disrupted 
when tho church remains silent in the presence of such denials of the 
word of God. It is thus the duty of the church to expose all error, and 
seek to win baok the errorist by love. If love fails, then as a final 
endeavor of love, separation becomes inevitable; but even this will be 
used only with the hope of eventually getting the errorist back into the 
fellowship.58 
According to the Common Confession each church grouping must be most 
careful that~ is not the one which is in error. Fellowship or refusal 
to practice fellowship must at all times be motivated by the teachings of 
Scripture. One can validate neither unionism nor separatism by quoting 
57"The Common Confession," Reports and Memorials, 1956, P• .585. 




certain Scriptural paGsages out of context, and by ignorine other ap-
plicable passaBes. Each denomination or grouping must listen to and 
respect the other's testioony, and no one group can mistake this for 
some k i11d of forbidden form of fellowship. The Cornmon Confession 3oes 
on to state: 
It would .be a misreading or a misunderstanding of the Gospel to 
insist that each Christian or each group of Christians must work 
entirely alone or that each Christian serve the Lord in hia own 
self-chosen way. Such an attitude results in confusion, suspicion, 
and poor stewardship. One of the purposes of the Gospel is to 
·bring Christiana to serve the Lord together in the Lord's way. 
This fellowship of work can become a reality only when a fellow-
ship of faith, confession, and love exists. It is only when 
Christians confess the same faith and are agreed to let the Word 
of God be authoritative and normative in all matters of faith and 
life that a real fellowship of work can result.59 
It is in t his light that the opening part of nection Nine of the 
Common Confession must be understood. It is the constant duty of the 
church to confess God in all His truth, and to avoid and denounce error. 
Because the church must conform itself to God's commands, it does not 
follow that the church can condone error or have pulpit and altar fel-
lowship with erring individuals or church bodies which "refuse to be 
corrected by Ood'o Word." For this reason, 
We must al.so be alert and susceptible to the Lord's leading to 
establish and maintain fellowship with those whom He has made one 
with us in the faith and to gaek to win tho erring and w~ward 
tor unity in the true faith. 
The next major statement dealing with the theology of fellowship 
waa originally written as a joint report of faculties of Concordia 
59Ibid., PP• 587-588. 
601bid., P• 574. 
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Seminary in St. Louis and Concordi a Seminary in Springfield, and accepted 
by synod's Doctrinal Unity Committee. F.;ntitled "The Theology of Fellow-
ship," the document was f i rst presented to the Missouri Synod at the 
synodical convention in 1962, where it was sent back to committee for 
further study and revision. 
According to the 1962 draft of The Theology of Fellowship man was 
created for fellowship with God and with his fellow man. Sin however 
destroyed both aspects of this fellowship which was later reatored in 
Christ. In creating faith in the individual, God gives the blessing of 
fellowship to that individual--fellowship with God in Chr~st, and fellow-
ship with all other believers in Christ. Thus through faith all Chris tians 
are brothers in Christ, and are, as a result, in fellowship with each 
other. This fellowship "transcends every barrier created by God or set 
up by man and brings about the highest unity possible among men, the 
unity in Chriot Jesus." It must be remembered, however, that in granting 
this fellowship to His children, God ie claiming the whole life of man 
for the exercise, extension, and protection of this fellowship.61 
Part Two of the 1962 draft of The Theology- of Fellowship deals with 
the principles governing the exercise of this fellowship. The fellowship 
6111The Theology of Fellowship: A Report of the Faculties of Concordia 
Seminary, St. Louis, and Concordia Seminary, Springfield, to the 
Praesidium of the Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod," reprinted in t~e 
supplement to Reports and Memorials, 1962, PP• 9-1,. Having been agreed 
upon by both seminaries, this document was also approved by synod's 
Doctrinal Unity Committee. Because this draft was presented to the 1962 
synodical convention the document is referred to as the "1962 draft," 
~s opposed to the "1965 draft" which was formally presented to synod at 
the 1965 convention. 
which exists in all Christiana is expressed not only in joint worship, 
but in every other way motivated by Christian love. At this point, the 
document examines numerous I3ible pa.asages, trying to discover when the 
church, out of obedience to Christ, must refuse to practice this fellow-
ship. The conclusion is that the apoGtolic conditions cannot automatically 
be transferred to today, thus applying the apostolic imperatives and 
indicatives to the current confessional and organizational situations. 
To the contrary, by the grace of Ood tho gospel is preached in these vari-
ous Christian groupings, and the Holy ,Spirit is leading men to Christian 
groupings, and the Holy Spirit is leading men to Christ. Thus, in spite 
of donominational affiliation, all of the Christians in these divided 
groups are brothers in Christ, and are thus in fellowship with each other. 
Nevertheless, the toleration and presence of error in these groupines en-
danger both the fellowship itself and the practice of this fellowship. The 
document referring to the Scriptural "proof texts," continues: 
They must not, however, be applied mechanioally to fellow Christians 
in a confessional-organizational fellowship other than one's own. 
It would be incongruous if a Christian who hQG the misfortune of 
being in a body afflicted with aome doctrinal error would now have 
to be branded a wolf in oheep•s clothing or a belly aerva.nt, when 
in fact he is a beloved child of God. 2 
According to this 1962 draft of The Theology of Fellowship, two 
opposite dangers confront the church-separatism and unioniSlll. Unionists 
refuse to face confessional differences in the practice of fellowship. 
These people overtly deny some parts of Scripture, treating others as 
unimportant. These unionists thus hurt the church by not being able to 
62 
~·• PP• 18-19. 
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call people to repentance for their sin, and by refusing to exercise 
any kind of salutary discipline. Jepar~tiats, on the other hand, set 
up false standards for fellowship, excludinG all who do not conform to 
these standards. In ouch a way separatism seeks to create a "pure" 
church. 
The danger and the temptation are that they create a caricature of 
the pure church. Their church tends to become so "pure" that it can 
no longer forgive until seventy times seven. This "pure11 church 
has no room and no help for the weak in its own midst, nor can it 
exercise an effective rninistry to the weak and erring outside it• 
own organizational limits, because it shrinks from tho~e contacts 
which would give an opportunity for such ministry. The end and ~m 
of its discipline becomes exclusion rather than that gaining of the 
brother which our Lord intended •••• Moreover, such a "pure" 
church is in danger of i i:ipoverishing itself by refusing to benefit 
by the spiritual gifts which the Lo~d of the whole church has be-
stowed on men in other confessional-organizational groups.03 
In connection with this, the church must be careful. that it does not 
eet up a false unocriptural cleavage between doctrine and practice. The 
church can never substitute mero knowledge of a doctrine for the living 
faith which manifests itoelf in a Christian life.64 
In the last section The Theology of Fellowship diGcusses the appli-
cation of principles for the practice of fellowship. Regarding prayer 
fellowship, no flat universal rule can be given to determine the propriety 
or impropriety of joint prayer fellowship. Several factors are involved: 
the situation, character, purpose, and effect. The situation in which the 
joint prayer is offered must ~e one in which Christian prayer is appropriate, 
and in which the people involved are the type that could pra:y in Christ's 
name. Concerning the character or the prayer, it must be realized that 
63Ibid., PP• 19-20. 
64 
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every Christian prayer is a. confession and witness to Christ; "it need 
therefore be no more unionistic in itself than in any other form of wit-
ness." By the same token, the purpose of the prnyer can never be to s.'llooth 
over real differences, but rather to build up the Body of Christ. Finally, 
the effect of the joint prayer muot be considered. It is questionable as 
to whether the doctrinal differences would really be minimized by others 
who see Missouri Synod in joint prayer with other denominations. On the 
other hand, synod must also consider how other groups would interpret a 
refusal to pray with them: 
Must \'le not face the fact that such a refusal may in fact be U."lder-
otood as a harsh rebuff, where no rebuff is called for, as a calling 
into question of the faith of the one who (whatever his weakness) does 
call Jesus Lord and believes that God has raised Him from the dead? 
Must we not weigh the possibility that the refusal of joint prayer 
may prove on inseparable barrier to what we as a confessional-organi-
zational Group are seeking to attain, namely, the full confession in 
word and deed to the whole Lord Jesus Christ? May we not by too 
facile and too simple a rule concerning joint prayer make the sames 
"confessional" and "orthodox" names which connote lovelessnesa?65 
The 1962 document concludes that it is one thing to refuse prayer 
fellowship to heretics and peraiatant erroriats, but it is quite different 
to refuse the practice of prayer fellowship to those who are seeking with 
66 
us to strengthen the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. 
As was mentioned above, the 1962 draft of The 'l'heology of .f'ollowship 
was aent to the Commission on Theology and Church Relations for restudy 
and revision. The part that seemed most objectionable to many at the 1962 
convention was Part Two. In the draft submitted by the cocunission to the 
1965 convention, Part One of the earlier document was left in tact. A 
G.5Ibid., PP• 20-21. 
66Ibid., P• 21. 
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new second part, giving the historical ba~ground of the issues, was then 
added; while the original Part Two was drastically changed and then added 
as the new Part Three. The Detroit convention then adopted to recommend 
the revised document for use as a guide and study, to be put up for adop-
tion at the next convention.67 
After examining the same passages studied in the original version of 
The Theology of Fel lowship, the revised version concludes that the church 
will use these passages properly when it learns from them t o avoid men who 
by false teaching or schismatic activities attack the gospel and the faith 
of Christ iana. The church, on the other hand, misuses t he passaf5es when 
she uses them to hinder the church's ongoing attempts to heal the divisions 
and promote the unity of the Spirit.68 
In the next section of this revised document, unionism and separatism 
a.re discussed in terms entirely different from the terms discussed in the 
previoua version. Unionism here is described as any kind or religious 
fellowship with errorists. In support of this, the Brief Statecent and 
the 1927 edition of Concordia Encyclopedia are cited. Thus, "Unionism is 
67Resolution 2-18, Proceedin s of the 46th Re lar Convention of the 
Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod, June l 2 1 19 5 St. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House,{.l§6!~p. 98. It must be noted that much of the open-
ness of the 1962 draft toward new practices of fellowship with non-
Miosourians was rescinded in the 1965 draft. Due to the fact that Part III 
of The Theology of Fellowship, dealing with the historical aspects ot this 
problem, does not directly relate to the purpose of this chapter, this part 
of the document will not be discussed here. 
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"Theology of Fellowship" revised edition, Proceedings, 1965, P• 287. 
A total change in tone can be seen in this revised edition. Whereas the 
summary in the first version stressed the impossibility of any legalistic 
use of Scripture for today's situation, no mention of this anti-legalism 
is found here. 
attempted union when separation is in erder, and separatism is oeparatism 
when union is in order." Both extremes must be avoided because unionium 
overlooka real differences in doctrine antl treats t hose differences as 
unimportant, whereas sepo.ratism violates love and divides the church.69 
In conclusion the revised version of The ~heology 0£ Fellowship 
summarizes severo.l principles for the practice of fellowship. In the 
first plo.ce, Missouri should foster its fellowship with sister churches. 
This fellowship is e:<presaed in pulpit and altar fellowship. .Secondly, 
synod should work to e:>ttend this !'ello\.,ship so that it cun be practiced 
where i t will not compromise pure doctrine. Thirdly, in a:ay kind of 
Chriotian doctrinal discuaeiQns Christiana "should" join in fervent pr~er 
that God would bless the discusoions. In the fourth place, Missouri Synod 
ahould cooperate en the national and international level "to the extent 
that the Word of God and conscience will allow, 11 as long as tithe faith 
and confession of the church@enominationU are not compromised." t,inally, 
in matters not referred to in the above points, ono should act from faith 
according to conscience; while others should be reminded not to pass judg-
ment on their brother. It must be remembered, then, that Scriptural~-
.!!.£! is important and can never deny the gospel. "However, Christians ou~ht 
not apply this principle legalistically er employ doubtful logic and labor-
70 
ed conclusions to prcve that a certain practice is against the Goepel." 
In contrast te the idea of unionism expressed in this amended version 
of The Theology of Fellowship is the idea or unionism expressed in a paper 
69The 1965 draft of "The TheoloQ of Fellowship," Proceedip,:,;s, 1965, 
P• 288. 
70Ibid., PP• 288-289. 
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delivered to the 1962 synodical convention by Herbert J. A. Bouman. En-
titled "Unionism and Proper Practice," the paper expreG.:;es the opinion 
that since 11unioniom" is not a Scriptural word, and since the word has 
been given so many different meanings at different times, it is impossible 
to give a "simple, umbrella definition of unionism that mo.y be autom£1.t-
i cally applied to any given concrete situntion. 11 Furthermore, in using 
a non-biblicc:il term there is the "ever-present danger of r;iving it an 
arbitrary content and then ransacking the Bible for passages thnt will 
support that content. 1171 
Concerning the practi ce of fellowship with others Professor Bouman 
states that many questions have yet to be answered. For example, if' one 
prays, or cooperates in some form of worship with his fellow Christian• 
does t his automatically violate God's claim on that fi,rst Christian? 
Does thio automaticallY. den;y God's name and depnrt from His word? Or 
will a fellow-believer automatically suffer some kind of injury or loss 
of faith from this? Does this prevent that Christian from hall.owing God's 
name and letting God's kingdom come? Or does it automatically involve 
some kind of indifference to the "purity of the Gospel"? Does this assist 
the enemies of the cross, or does it promote some kind of legalistic per-
fectionism? These are tho questions which must be asked in order to de-
termine the rightness or wrongness of religious contacts with other de-
nominations. Bouman summarizes this section: 
In this light I must perhaps conclude that a specific activity vill 
stand condemned as unionistic. But can this be determined in 
71iterbert J. 11.. Bouman, "Unionism and Proper Practice," !2!, 
Lutheran Witness. LXXXI (Ausust 21, 1962), 404. 
6o 
advance? Can it ever be settled automatically by quoting a church 
father or by referring to rui alleged historic position'? Must not 
our judgment be made anew at each concrete occasion on the basis of 
our disci7~e relationship aa clearly stated for us in the Hord of the Lord? 
The Dominance of This "Ne\-1 Consensus" 
One must be careful in applying the term, nnew ~onsensua," to the 
view of the church described above. This term is not used to imply that 
this concept of the church has been expruiued only in the last decade. It 
has alr eady been demonstrated that there were several members of nynod, 
prior to this decade, who maintained many of these views. There is, how-
ever, a difference. Prior to this decade this "new11 view of church fel-
lowship was quite unpopular, being expressed only by an infinitesimal 
minority of those synodical theologi\ans whose views were being published. 
Recently~ however, this view, as it was described in the previous section, 
seems to be gaining an increasing number of adherents among those who are 
publishing their views. As a tDD.tter of fact, it is very seldom, today, 
that one finds in a Missouri Synod journal or book, a representation of 
the traditional Missouri Synod concept of the church or church fellowship. 
As implied above, it cannot be cancluded that, if a vote were taken 
among all of the clergy and laity in the Missouri Synod, a majority would 
cast its ballot in favor of this new consensus. But it does impl7 that 
~ of the journal articles and books being written today, a majority 
of the re€ent resolutions being passed synod, to a greater or lesser de-
gree, reflect this new view. 
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Thio is not meant to imply that everyone whose views are ref'l.ected 
in this new consensus would acree in matters pertaining to the church and 
the theology of fellowship. The contrary is true. There is much variance 
concerning the church and church fellowship even among those whoee views 
could be included in the new consensus. Both editions of the Theology of 
Fellowship, for example, reflect this new consensus regarding the fellow-
ship question, and yet each of these is vastly different from the other.73 
In looking at the synodical resolutions or the last ten years one 
cannot help but note the extreme variety of views expregsed; yet the in-
creasing popularity of the new consensus can also be noted. For example, 
the 1956 synodical convention adopted the Common Confession as a state-
ment which wao in harmony with the Bible and the Lutheran Confessione.74 
Yet, another resolution declined membership in the Lutheran World Federa-
tion because it would involve Missouri in a cooperation with the aims and 
purposes of the federation, and "euch cooperation would involve us in a 
union in spiritual matters with groups not in doctrinal agreement with 
us.1175 Thia resolution waa based on the report of a committee chosen by 
73It must be remembered that the above ia speaking of the doctrine 
or the church and the theology of fellowship, and B2! the practice of 
fellowship. 
74Resolution 13, Proceedings, 19.56, P• 5()4. It is quite clear from 
the above discussion of the Common Confession that the approach of this 
document to the question of the church and church fellowship is quite 
different from the traditional Missouri Synod approach to this issue • . 
75Resolut1on 11, ibid., P• 5:,8. This was adopted with only twelve 
negative votes. ----
,. I. V I 
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synod's praesiclium. Advising the ~elegates against joining the federation, 
the report quotes the Brief Statement in support of this advice: ".:.11 
Christians are required by God to discriminate between orthodox and heter-
odox church-bodies, and in case they have strayed into heterodox church-
bodies, to leave them.76 
The same could be said of the 1959 SJ'?lOdical convention. One reso-
lution was adopted which stated that the Brief 3tatement, as well as all 
other doctrinal statements adopted by synod, should be "binding as public 
doctrine" in synod.77 On the other hand, another resolution in this same 
convention resolved, for the first ti.G",e, to send official observers to the 
Assembly of '.-lorld Council of Churches. 78 -J 
It is true that the 1962 convention resolved to command The Theology 
of Fellowship to synod for restudy, in order that various groups may dis-
cuss and comment on the document, and that the Commission on Theology and 
Church Relations might study the recommendations and make the necessary 
changes.79 The mere fact, however, that this document vas submitted as 
nn official report of the faculties of~ the synodical seminaries, 
would seem to indicate th, .. the views expressed in this report, as differ-
ent, as they might be from the traditional views on this subject, would be 
76Memorial 624, i)>id., P• 528. 
77Reaolution 9 (Committee 3), Proceedings, 1959, P• 191. It was 
already ascertained that the Brief Statement represents the traditional 
view on matters of the church and church fellowship. 
?8Resolution 21 (Committee 3), ibid., P• 197. 
-
79Resolution 3-28, Proceedin5a, 1962, P• 109-lll. 
v . 
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the consensus of at least a majority of the theological professors of 
synod. On the other hand, it was also at t his convention that the dele-
gates voted to thank God for the "purity of doctrine and practice'' which 
h h 80 e as given synod. 
In an editorial in 'l'he Lutheran Witness, evaluating the 1962 conven-
tion, Hartin w. Mueller believes that the convention represented a "turn-
ing point" for the Missouri Synod. According to this editorial not all 
the restraints were lifted but there was a certain evan6C'lical spirit 
which was vastly different from the prior legalism. Regarding synod's 
relation to other denominations, this turning point reversed a trend 
which reached the point where its "accent seemed to fall on •avoid them' 
rather than on 'endeavoring to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond 
of peace."' This represented a. new "spirit or readiness ond willingness 
to labor unceasingly for God pleasing unity •••• 1181 
This would also seem to be the opinion of ~en.ry Reimw:m, for it is 
not too lon6 after the convention that he writes, apparently reflecting 
the opinion of the 1962 statement of the Theology of Fellowship: 
Recently fi.talics added], however, we have become more aware that 
the pitfall of sectarianism is just as evil as that of religie>us 
unionism. To label other Lutherans or other Chris tians as "belly 
servers" (Rom. 16:18), who have to be avoided at all costs, simply 
denies the unity that still exists among baptized Christians. To 
label the modern ecumenicill movement or cooperative church agencies 
as inherently unionistic ignores the doctrinal concerns that have 
increasingly been ffotivating the leaders and participants in ecu-
menical endeavors. 2 
~esolution }-101 ibid., P• 10}. 
-
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wartin w. Mueller], "Turning Point,tt The Lutheran Witness, LXXXI 
(August 21, 1962), 406-407. 
82uenry Reimann, Let's Stu!g Theology (St. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1964), PP• 67- 8. 
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If Reimann and Mueller thought that the 1962 synodical convention 
wae a turning point, Richard Neuhaus was convinced that the Detroit con-
vention in 1965 was even more of a turning point for synod. Describing 
the apparent dissatisfaction with the traditional Missouri view of the 
invisible church, and referring to a few of the resolutions on church 
unity, Neuhaus writes that Missouri said for the first time "in an offi-
- - -- ---
cial an~ unequivocal way that the emporical Christian community is, in 
fact, the Body of Christ, the one, holy, catholic and apostolic Chur ch."83 
The basis for this statement can be seen in one of the resolutions 
adopted by the 1965 synodical convention. The resolution stated that 
every Chriatiun is in a real and living unity with every other member of 
the Cbriatian church. It is for this reason that the church is in con-
stant mission to itself. Thia means that every Chrintian must always be 
ready to listen ru1d witness to every other Christian. Furthermore, 
Missouri Synod must be regarded chiefly as a confessional movement rather 
than o. denomination which tends to emphasize institutional barriers. For 
this reason the Confessions must not be a barrier to stop communication 
"'1th other denominatior1s. Thus it was resolved, 
That we affirm that by virtue of our unity with other Christians in 
the body of Christ, we should work together when it will edify 
Christ's body and advance His mission, refusing cooperation, how-
ever, on such occasions when it would deny God's ~ord.84 
In another resolution adopted in that convention it was resolved 
that the Missouri Synod affirm the whole church is Christ's mission. 
Thus anything which seeks to divide what God has join·ed together must be 
deplored. "The divisions in the institutional church are as real as the · 
83Richard John Neuhaus, "The Song of the Three Synodo: Detroit, 1965," 
Una Sancta, XY.II (Trinity 196.5), 37• 
84Resolution 1-0lC, Proceedings, 1965, P• Bo. 
unity in Christ's body which joins all Christians together." It must 
therefore be realized that the Christian lives in a tension between his 
own erroneous understanding of God's truth and his knowledge that he is 
joined together with nll other Chriatians in the Body of Christ, despite 
the error and divisions among these Ch:riotians. The Christian therefore 
rejoices over the existence of every fellow believer, "because thereby 
Christ is preached and His mission is implemented.1185 
Probably the moat radical departure from the past, however, was 
maintained in an adopted resolution which deals with the theological 
principles guiding the development of missions. Drawn up and recommend-
ed for adoption by the Commission on Theology- and Church Relations, this 
resolution refers mostly to relations with other Lutheran synods. Ac-
cording to t his resolution, the New Testament stresses the unity which 
all baptized bel:i.everB have in Christ. It is the Christian's duty to 
manifeet this oneness to nll of those inside and outside the Body of 
Christ. As the Augsburg Confession states, it is enough for this unity 
that there be essential agreement on the doctrine of the Gospel, and that 
the sacraments be administered as they were first instituted by Christ. 
It ia then left up to the con5regations in a given area as to how they 
will carry out their God-given responsibilities toward those other Chris-
tian groups with whom they are united "under their common Lord by a com-
mon faith and a united confession." Thus concludes the resolution: 
85Resolution 1-0lF, ibid., P• 81. 
-
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The responsibility of working toward the establiehing of pulpit 
and altar fellowship within the limits of these principlea, and of 
publicly decloriue it when the necessary conditions have been ful-
filled reats primarily on the churches 1n a given area. The unity 
must be e~tablished on the basis of Scripture and the Lutheran Con-
fessions. 
Richard Neuhaus writes that some of the delegates at this convention 
regarded this resolution as an approval of a practice long condemned by 
aynod--the practice of selective fellowship. Thia resulted in on amend-
ment to clarify the fact that congregations in the United States and 
CQ!lada should not practice fellowship with those with whom the whole 
synod has not declared fellowship. It was quite clear to all, however, 
reports Ne uhaus that "Missouri's position on selective fellowship is no 
longer understood in terms of doctrine, but simply as a matter of ex-
pediency and synodical loyalty.1187 
86
nesolution }-04, ibid., PP• 101+-105. Although this epeaka 
primarily t0 the practice of fellowship with other Lutheran synods, it 
would seem that its implications for the practice of fellowship with 
non-Lutherans would be even stronger. 
87Neuhaua, P• 37. Cf. :Resolution 2-16, Proceedin11s, 1965, P• 97. 
CliAP':rBR IV 
A COMPAHISON OF 'l'HE T1,.l0 nxrnmEN'l' POINTS OF' VIS-1-J 
The Disappearance of the Orthodox-Heterodox Dichotomy 
Essentially both the traditional and the more recent views of the 
church nre similar in that both define the church as the body of believers 
in Jesua Christ and Hia work of redemption. By the same token both view3 
of the church agree in atatine that it is God who establishes the unity 
nnd fellowship among Christian brothers. Here, however, raost of the 
similarity would seem to end. 
The traditionol view stressed a distinction between the visible and 
the invisible church. This does not mean that the proponents of this 
idea implied there were two churches. To the contrary, there was still 
only one church; for the viaiblc church could be considered the church 
only improperly speaking. Despite this fact the original dichotomy played 
an important role in the rejection of the exercise of fellowship with 
other groupings. Thus those who adhere to this view can ea:y that the 
Missouri Synod is the "true visible church on earth," as opposed to the 
other denominations which ore "false churches.111 
On the other hand, most of the contemporary Missouri Synod theolo-
gians, discussing the church, maintain that the former visible-invisible 
distinction is neither Scriptural nor Confessional, for never do the 
Confessions or Scripture distinguish between a visible church or an 
l Supra, P• 29. 
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invisible church.2 Thus the distinction between a visible and invisible 
church i s a false dichotomy,3 since the church can be s poken of either as 
"an invisible something from somebody's imagination like Disney's ' ?antasy-
4 land,'" nor aa a "visible church or(tanizcition, composed of visible local 
congreeati ons and perhaps an over-arching synodical or supervisory struc-
ture, which proudl y bears the name 'Lutheran.• 115 .Furthermore , according 
to Thomas Coa tes, the visible-invisible dichotomy can be do.ngerous £or the 
f ollo\·ling r eason: 
Ul t i mat ely, t he false antithesis between the invisible and the visi-
ble ehurch loads to legalistic separatism and unscriptural isola-
tioni om. It is hi gh time tho.t no much emphasis be placed upon t hese 
dange~aus tendencies as upon the liberalistic unionism against which 
w~ were so often--agd rightly--warnecl. The alarm should be sounded 
in both directions. 
In this connection Caemmercr deGcribes two modern day distortions of 
tho church. The firot distortion views the church aa an outward organiza-
tion or ins titution in which believers and unbelievers are mixed. The 
2E.g., J ames fl . Mayer, "The Church as the People of God United in 
the ~Jord of God," Concordia Theological Monthly, XXXIII (November 1962), 
658. Also, Richard R. Caemmerer and Erwin L. Lueker, Church and Ministry 
in Transition (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1964), P• ''°• Here-
after Concordia Theological Monthly will be referred to as f!!:!• 
3Thomas Coates, 11t.ne Body in Christ: Theory or Practice?," !h!, 
Cresset, XX (June 195?), P• 9. 
4
william Backus, Paul Malte, and Wayne Saffen, Adventuring in the 
Church (Medford, Oregon: Moree Press, 1960), P• 13(). Ct. Jaroslav 
Pelikan, Obedient Rebels: Catholic Substance and Protestant Principle in 
Luther's Reformation (New York: Harper and Row, 1964), PP• 13-14. 
5c. T. Spitz, Jr., "The Readiness of the Churoh tor the Mission," 
Study Conference on the Christian World Mission, conducted under the 
auspices of Concordia Seminar,, St. Louis, Mo., October 11-13, 1961 @t. Louis: Lutheran Laymen's League, 1961J, P• 21. 
6 Coates, P• ll. 
second distortion ie described as follows: 
The other distortion is that tho church is regarded as a. figment of 
the imagination, an abstraction without counterpurt in fa.ct •••• 
Toda.y t his diatortion becomes apparent in that view of "the invisi-
ble church" which assumes that Ghristian unity is basically perfect 
and there is no need of human nurture.7 
A second distinction that many Missauri Synod theologians have tra-
ditionally made ia the dichotomy between the heterodox and orthodox 
church. It will be remembered that the heterodox church applied to those 
oongregutions or denominations in which there was impure doctrine, while 
in the orthodox church, and only in the Grthcdox church, can purity of 
doctrine be f ound. When the proponents of this view say that there is 
impure doctr ." ne i n the heterodox church they hasten to add that the heter-
odox churches have retained an essential pa.rt of the gospel. This means 
it is possible ' for many people te come tc the faith in these other denomi-
nations. What makes these bodies heterodex is that they do not accept all 
of Scripture--scme doctrines are omitted from their teaching, other doc-
8 trines are denied outrightly. It must be clenr therefore that vhen 
/ 
Pieper and most of hio synodical contemporaries use the term "pure doc-
trine," they do not use it to designate that which pertains to the gospel 
alone, but rather to every statement, clearly stated or implied, in 3crip-
ture. Thus a rejection of the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, re-
jection o! the institution of the papacy as the a.ntichrist, or the practice 
of church fel1owship with those who reject these teachings, would make a 
?Richard R. Catennnerer, "The Body of Christ," f!tl, XXV (May 1964), 
261. Cf. Henry Reimann, Let•o Study Theology (St. Louis: Concordia 
Publiohing House, 1964), PP• 65-66. 
8 Supra, P• 9. 
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congregation or denomination heterodox.9 
Since there can be no unity of the church without unity of doctrine 
(by which is meant doctrinal formulations), this unity can be applied 
only to the orthodox church, the Evangelical Luthera11 Church as a denomi-
natiGn. Every other church grouping is heterodox. Any practice of fel-
lowship with a group which does not completely agree with this, orthodox 
bo~ in all articles of Christian doctrine revealed in Scripture is sin-
ful i . 10 un omsm. 
This view, which connects the unity of the church with unity of doc-
trine, is based on the idea that thore is a "perfect and inerrant unity11 
i S • t 11 ij i f d t • i C it i f h. t that n crip ure. n ty o oc rine n .:>Cr p ure s o sue a na ure 1 
using the proper methods, the church can remove thio doctrine, and re-
organize it into meaningful systematic categories, thus transferring 
Scripture's purity of doctrine to another document. The secondary docu-
ment then becomes a presentation of the pure truth or Scripture, for 
behind the document ia Scripture "with a single theological point of view, 
12 
a uniform doctrinal syotem. 11 
9Pranz Pieper, Unsere Stellung in Lehre und .Praxis (St. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1896), PP• 6-7, 9-12, j6..37. 
10 Supra, PP• 8-9. 
11Franz A. o. Pieper, Christian Dogmatics (St. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1950), 1, 142. 
12Richard J. Gotsch, "Nev Testament Theology and Church Unity," 
American Lutheran, XLVIII (December 1965), 322. Gotsch does not cite 
~his as his ovn opinion, but he describes this as ~he traditional synodi-
cal view. 
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ReferrinB to this proper method of systematizing the truths of Scripture, 
Franz Pieper writes, 
This uniform method results in a uniform product, scil., unity of 
doctrine. God has given Holy Scripture such a form that the know-
ledge of the truth is not only possible, but that straying from the 
truth is impossible as long as we continue in the words of Scrip-
ture.13 
There are many Missouri Synod theologians who would disagree with 
this traditional Missouri Synod dichotomy of the heterodox and orthodox, 
a.swell as the concept of church unity which is connected with this di-
chotomy. ·There are several reasons for the disagreement. 
The f i rst objection is dir~cted against the institutionalization of 
the church. In identifying a particular denomination with the orthodox 
church-with the "true visible church on earth"--one is identifying that 
denomination with a church which 11cnnnot be encased within denominational 
14 
walls." Thomas Coates writes that the~ sancta is not 11coterminous 
with any ecclesin.stiool institution," for the church is always people.15 
Similarly, F. \·J. Loose questions the identification of the Evangelical 
Lutheran Church vith the "true visible church on earth": 
Is there really such a VISIBLE, t·l11CL~ NUMBl!:R? If there is, we could 
count them and gather them together in one place--aince they are 
13nopatics, I, 16o. 
14 Coates, P• 8. Cf. William H. Hillmer, "Let the Church be the 
Church," Advance, XI (June 1964), 5-6; and Martin Kretzmann, t1Report of 
Hiosion Self-Stu~ and survey," Convention Workbook, 46th Re ar ConTen-
tion The Lutheran Church--Misaouri S od, June 16-26, 19 5 St. Louis: 
Concordia .J>ublishing House, l 5 , P• U6. 
l5coatee, P• 8. 
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"visible." But I~lijo.h tried it; and failed by over seven thousand; 
and came with "himself alone"; and in strict logic withdrew from the 
fellowship, but not rightfullyl Logic teaches that a proposition io 
fal~e if it can be reduced to the absurd. Could it be th.at a false 
concept of a true visible C~urch has created for us an absurd dilemma 
in the area of Fellowship?l~ 
It ie impossible to distinguish between church members, calling some 
heterodox. When one speaks of the church he must include all of its 
members since all of its membera--that is, all Christians--have been 
equally brought into Christ's body.17 When the Confessions use the words 
"true church" they do not mean an orthodox as opposed to a false church, 
for there is no such thing as a false church. "True church" simply refers 
to the congre6ation of true believers as opposed to those who are hypo-
crites and unbelievera.18 
The second objection of many contemporary Hiesouri Synod scholars is 
directed ll€ainst the very idea of the orthodox church. This idea is based 
on the belief that it ia possible to have purity of doctrine (in the sense 
that this term is ·used by the fa.there of Missouri Synod). In this connec-
tion, many of the recent statements indicate that purity of dccrine is a 
goal toward which the whole church must strive together, rather than a 
"conditional precedent, which must be met before fellowship can be acknow-
ledged.1119 Pointing out the dangers of .Missouri's insistence on purity 
16F. \·J. Loose, "The Challengez Let's Take a Look at Ourselves,11 
The Seminarian, LII (May 1961), 7• 
l7Kretzmann, "Report," Convention Workbook, P• 11.5. 
18oaemmerer and Lueker, P• 40. 
19Loose, P• 5• 
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of doctrine, F. i.-,. Loose writes that it could make "us" a sect: 
But t his very inoistanoe on purity in doctrine and life, laudable 
as it may be, has tended to make us separate from everyone who does 
not fully agree with us. Inability to grasp the truth has often 
been auspiciously viewed as willful resistance to the workings of 
the Spirit. Involvement in even non-fundamental error seems to have 
become jus tifiable grounds for refusing the exercise of Christian 
fellovship.20 
If by "purity of doctrine" and "unity of doctrine" one means complete 
agreement in all of the truths of Scripture, if one means the single 
"correct" interpretation of all clear parts of Scripture, then it is to 
be questioned by many whether there was or ever will be in this life a 
purity er unity of doctrine. According to Martin Kretzmann, it is clear 
from the New Testament and post-apostolic literature that there were 
many Chr ist ians in the New Testament church who had "deficient and at 
times wr ong vi ews on matters of doctrine." Although the early church 
was persistent in its refusal to permit any deviation from the preaching 
of the gospel it is also clear that the church "did not exclude from its 
fellowship many whose underatanding of truth was different from that 
which we hold today.1121 F. •,J. Loose cites, for example, the fact that 
the disciples themselves were guilty of a most crass form of messianic 
perversion22 after years of instruction from Christ Himself. This was 
doctrinal. error of the worst sort, and involved further instruction, but 
not by any means, the lifting of fellowship. 23 
20 
~., P• 6. 
21
~1artin Kretzmann, "Lutherans ancl the Church of South India," 
American Lutheran, XXXIX (December 1956), 32}. 
22Acts 1:6. 
23Loose, P• 6. 
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If this is true, then even the disciples did not constitute an ortho-
dox church, according to Pieper•s own use of the term "orthodox." Re-
cent theologians of synod have pointed to the fact that, in t hia aonse of 
the term "orthodox," there could be no truly orthodox church tod~y either, 
for, as Strietelmcier poi nts out, there is not even agreement in Missouri 
Synod regarding eDsent iala and nonessentials.24 As long as mnn is man, 
and a sinf ul man at that, there \dll always be imperfections and limitations 
in his understanding of the gospel.25 This means that one cannot look at 
"heterodox" Christians and sny, "They are Christians, yes, but what kind 
of Christi ans?" They are always the same kind of Christiana as every 
26 
other Chris tian- -Christiana by the grace of God alone. 
It i s f urther pointed out that it is impossible to require t his kind 
of purity of doctr ine, since it oimply does not exist, as a prerequisite 
for the practice of f ellowship with others. John Strietelmeicr points out 
that it is a traditional Lutheran teaching that not all disagreement in 
doctrine and practice need be divisive of church fellowship.27 In this 
connection Herbert Lindemann writes: 
In other words, to require an ideal situation as a condition of join-
ing hands is utterly unrealistic in this world of sin. If this were 
24John Strietelmeier, "Symposium Re Lutheran World Federation," 
American Lutheran, XLI (August 1958), 206. 
2
.5Hartin Kretzmann, "Letter to the Editor," l'he Lutheran layman, 
August l, 1957, P• 7. 
26Ibid. 
27strietelmeier, P• 232. 
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eo, nobody would ever get marriedl Nor could a:n:y two Christians 
ever come together in Christ. Perfect union always remains a state 
to be striven for, not an entrance requirement. Individuals who 
come together in congregations have very diverse backgrounds--and 
some of these are not at all commend.able. The same is true of 
churth bodies; these too have a history and an environment. And 
just as no pastor in his right mind would insist that before a pros-
pective member can be ndmitted, all his peculiar quirks must be 
straightened out, so no church body ought to require that complete 
agreement must be reached with another church body before there can 
be e. sharing of insights and an establishment of some sort of fellow-
ship. There can be no growing up together into the Bead, which is 
Chris t, if one remains aloof from the other.2ij 
Thus the third major objection which many contemporary Missouri Synod 
scholars put for th against tho traditional synodical views 0! the church 
is directed against the traditional concept of the unity of the church. 
Thia objection i a a reuction to two major extremes. In the first place 
there is t he extreme which states that the unity of the church is a 
spiritual unity of an invisible church, thue the church does not need to 
worry about the expression of this unity in its "external" life·. But the 
unity for which Christ prays (John 17) is an outward unity according to 
Fred Kramer; for this unity is to be observed by the world, and the world 
is to learn something from it. This of course would be impossible if the 
unity were a spiritualized, invisible unity of an invisible church.29 
The other extreme l!Jhich many scholt\l's warn the church to avoid is 
the extreme of making the unity dependent en an 88reement in all doctrinal 
28
nerbert Lindemann. "Symposium Re Lutheran World :federation," 
American Lutheran, XLI (August 1958), 206. 
29Fred Kramer, "F'..cwnenical Strivings in the Church of the Twentieth 
Century,'' Tho Springfielder, XXVII (Fall 196,), 26-27. Cf• Kramer, "The 
Ecumenical Spirit in Protestantiesm and Roman Catholicism," Proceedings of 
the Thirt -seventh Convention of the Central Illinois District of the 
Lutheran Church--Miasouri Synod, August 20-23 St. Louie: Concordia 
Publishing House, 196.3J, P• 20. 
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statements. Thio perversion implies that the unity is dependent on 
man•s response. Ao it hao already been pointed out, the unity of the 
church is a gift of God which involves everyone who has been incorporated 
into the Body of Christ through baptis:r..30 This is a "oneness which no 
human organization can minimize or maximize •••• 1131 This means that 
no one can question the faith of a man who confesses Christ as his Lord 
and Savior. It is faith which enables this Christian to make such a 
confession, and this Christian faith makes him a brother of every other 
Christian in the Dody of Christ regardless of 11doctrinal11 differences. 
Thus the unity which that Christian shares with the rest of the church 
is a unity of f aith in Christ. This unity must be recognized by all the 
rest of the church. 11;\nything less than that makes us guilty of the sin 
or schism which the Scripture condemns very stronsly."32 
Martin Marty is extremely critical of the "truth first" segment of 
American Christianity which states that there can be little or no co-
operation between Christiana of different denominations until the organi-
zations and deneminations can produce committees which will .write docu-
ments which in turn can be agreed upon by the various members of the 
Christian groups. Such an insistance iopliee that one becomes ecumenical 
by belonging to the particular organization which establishes the dialog. 
Thie results in the paralyzation of the ecumenical movement. According 
30su:pra, PP• 45-46. 
-'1xretzmann, "Letter," The Lutheran Layman, August l, 195?, P• ?. 
32xbid. Cf. Hillmer, Advance, XI, 7. 
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to Marty, "thi s is an absurd if not blasphemous twist on the Hew Testa-
ment's injunctions to seek unity in the Church."}3 In this connection 
Marty emphasizes t he f act that the unity already exists. It simply needs 
to be discovered by many. The l!truth first" stress, however, is abso-
lutely fruitless. 
It divides what the Scriptures unite. It sets theologically and 
psychologically unrealistic goals. It takes a quality of the life 
of the Church which belongs only to GQ~ and His last Word, and wants 
it t o become the Church ' s first word.-' 
Thus Marty writ eo t hat there can be no love or communication across 
denominati onal lin0s unless there is a "prior commitment t o the oneness 
of the Church." If this is not the first word spoken, then there will 
be as mnny confess ions in the church as there are individuals.35 
One of the moro significant recent essays dealing with the traditional 
view or unity of doctrine ia an American Lutheran arti cle entitled "New 
Testament Theology nnd Church Unity," written by Richard Gotsch. Gotsch 
bel i eves that Missouri's traditional idea of unity through total doctrinal 
agreement is based on the presupposition that in Scripture there ia a 
single theological point of view, a uniform doctrinal system.36 All 
depends on this one presupposition which, according to Gotach, is false; 
for within Scripture itself the church ia confronted with a "rich variety 
ef theological systems and viewpoints.• Several times the essayist points 
to the significance of the fact that the Holy Spirit used more than one 
33Martin g. Marty, Church Unity and Church Hiseion (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmana Pub. Co., 1964), PP• 58-59. 
34Ibid., PP• 6o-6l. 
35Ibid., P• 66. 
36
supra, P• 70. 
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human o.uthor. i:ven within a single book, such as the Gospel of Luke, 
there are a vor iety of vi ewpoints. Often one particular story may be 
permeated simultaneously with the teaching of Jesus, the theology of the 
early church, and the theol ogical viewpoint of the inspired evangeliot. 
Furthermore, frequently in t he New Testament there ia a "variety of 
theological i nterpretations which draw out the significance of an event.11 
Gotsch cites as an exampl e the "several theologies" of the Lord' s Supper; 
yet there i s still only one Lord's Supper.37 
Not only i s there a variety of theologies in the New Testament, but 
there are also several Christian communities whose doctrinal viewpoints 
did not at all agree. Compare the Jewish Christianity of Peter with the 
Gentile Christ iani t y of Paul, to mention only two. This diveroity both 
in doctrine cllld in the various communities is reflected in every source, 
states Gotsch who continues: 
It iG a New Testament, which, in many WaJG, reser:ibles an art gallery. 
Each artist has taken his own materials. On canvas or in stone he 
has labored to produce a portrait of Jesus Christ, but not one of the 
pictures is identical. The colors, the lines, the toneo, the forms 
are all different. Should we take a piece from each painting and 
paste them together into one picture of Jesus? Certainly not. Each 
must be seen on its own terms. The fact that they do not all look 
alike is the very secret of the power of their art. The strength 
of the New Testament is its theological diversity. For no single 
author_~an exhaust the miracle of Jesus Christ as God for us and 
in us.>O 
Gotsch goes on to state that a rejection of this traditional 
Missouri Synod concept of Scriptural unity has several implications. For 
one thing Missouri should not think that it has the "reservoir of pure 
37Gotsch, P• 322. 
38Ibid. 
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truth." Since the Holy !.ipirit inspired more than one writer, it is un-
likely that this srune Holy Spirit has deposited all truth with one synod 
or denomination. Rather, synod should see its theology as "conditioned 
theology," theology which is subject to the limitations of human beings. 
Viewing its own theology as partial, synod will realize that, since all 
denominations have received the fullness of Christ , no one group has en-
compassed his tot ality. If this is true then the church will be forced 
to question its theory of unity through doctrinal agreement. Regarding 
this Cotsch writes: 
It io significant that at the end of the first century there was 
not a gat hering of religious leaders or theologic.il leaders or 
theological professors to ta:~e the witness of the Hew Testament 
and recast it into a single orthodox theological system. The theolo-
gies of the early church lived side by side. The various Chriatian 
churches proclaimed the Gospel to each other and heard the good 
news f rom each other in all of its man,y-oidedness •••• If there 
was unity amid theological diversity in the New Testament, must we 
not mru1ifest that same oneness in spite of our doctrinal differ-
ences?39 
A Rejection of the Former Use of "Proof Texts" 
The new contemporary consensus, however, has not only challenged the 
traditional distinction of orthodox and heterodox, and all of the aspects 
ot that dichotomy, but it oleo challenges the traditional use of "proof 
texts" against the practice of fellowship with members of other synods 
and Christian denominations. 
One of the passages most froquent11 cited as a "proof text is 
39 
~., PP• 322-323• 
Bo 
Romans 16:l'/- 18. 40 Recently, many articles hnve been written which re-
nect the belief that this passage cannot be used ai;ainot the practice of 
fellowship wit~ other Christians. 'l'he two drafts of the Theology of 
Fellowship treat the pasaage slightly differently. The 1962 edition of 
the document states that it iG not possible to ascertain whether those 
vho arc creating dissensions aro in tho church or outside of it.41 The 
1965 draft states t hat one cannot know for sure the people to whom ?aul is 
referring. Nore than likely, however, theae people are in the church at 
Rome. r'urther111ore, the phrase, "in opposition to the doctrine," refers 
42 to the gospel, and not to any formal system of doctrine, or to any one 
unity within ouch a ayste~.43 This passage therefore cannot be applied 
to erring Christians ~ho need instruction, but rather to those who nattack 
44 the church' s very foundation, namely, the Gospel." Among other references 
4o Supra, p. 12. 
4111
'11he '11heology of Fellowship," Reports and Mee1orialG 01' the Forty-
Fifth Re lar Convention of the Lutheran Church-Missouri S nod, June 20-
30, l 2 St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, l 2, Supplement, P• 18. 
42
"Theology of Fellowehip," revised edition, Proceedings of the 46th 
Re lar Convention of the Lutheran Church-Missouri S nod, June 16-26, 
l 5 St. Louis; Concordia Publishing House, 10 5 , P• 286. Uereafter 
the two editions will be diatinguished by 11Theology of Fellowship-196211 
and "Theology of Fellowship-1965.11 
43
"Theology of Fellowahip-•1962," Reports and Memorials, 1962, P• 18. 
""Theology of Fellowship-1965," Proceedings, 1965, P• 286. It is 
interesting to note that this passage was not applied to other Christiane 
until 1645 when it waa used to counter the Roman Catholic claims that 
Lutherans were not Christians(~., P• 284). 
v .J 
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to this passage, an editorial in the American Lutheran states that the 
passage cannot be applied to other Christians because verse eighteen im-
plies "diabolical intent.1145 Henry Reimann writes thut Missouri Synod 
recently has become a,-1are of the dangers of applying this paasage to 
other Christians. Such a misuse of the passage labels these other Chris-
tians e.s "belly servers," and denies the unity which Christ has already 
given to the entire Christian C~urch.46 
Another passage which has traditionally been cited against the exer-
cise of fellowship 1.,ith other Christians is II Corinthians 6:14-18. 47 
According to the Theology of Fellowship, however, this cannot possibly 
be applied to other Chris tians, and those who do apply this passage in 
such a manner have "gone beyond the clear words of the text.1148 
Again, I I John 10-11 is eliminated as a proof text. In the context 
of the whole book of II John it is quite clear that the author is speaking 
of traveling teachers who denr the incnrnation of Chriat. Thus it is im-
poeeiblo to apply this passage to other Christians, in which case this 
passage also must be eliminated aa a proof text aeainat the practice of 
fellowship with "heterodox church bodiea.49 
z.5"The Answer Need not Be 'No'l" American Lutheran, XXXIX (February 
1956), 31. Cf. Adolph Brux, Christian Prayer-Fellowship and Unionism 
(n.p., 1935), PP• 12-20. 
46 Reimann, P• 67. 
47 Supra, P• 12. 
48
"Theology 'of Fellovahip-1965," Proceedings, 1965, P• 287. Ct. 
Fred Kramer, "The Ecumenical Spirit," Proceedings of Central Illinois 
District, P• 25; and Brux, P• 24. 
49"Theology of Fellovship-1965," Proceedings, 1965, P• 286; TheoloQ 
ot Fellowahip-1962, Reports and Memorials, 1962," P• 18; Brux, P• tto. 
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"Beware of false JJrophets • • • ."50 has also been listed as evidence 
that the Missouri Synod should refrain from the practice ot fellowship with 
members of other Christian denominations. According to the Theology of 
Fellowship, however, this passage, in the light of ve11ses 22-2}, could 
only be speaking of people who were not Christians. Using this passage 
to apply to erring Christians and erring Christian denominations "would be 
a serious error against the doctrine of the church, because also erring 
ChriGtians are Christians, and members of the Body of Christ.1151 
The same could be aaid for many other passages traditionnl.ly cited 
as proof for "avoiding" those Christians who taught error; yet today most 
of the scholars who are writing on this subject state that the passages 
cannot be used to refer to other Christians, but only to non-Christians.52 
In connection with all of these passages Kramer writes that the church 
must be careful in applying these prussages to gther: Jynods and denomina-
tions, since tho passages originally spoke only of individual teachers, 
and not of larger groupings.53 
Traditionally one or two passages from ~he Confessions have been 
cited by members of Missouri Synod a.a "proof texts11 that Missouri should 
not exercise any form of fellowship with other s,nods or denolllinations.54 
50Mat t • 7: 15. 
5111Theology of Fellowship-1965," Frocee~s, 1965, P• 285; "Theology 
of Fellowship-1962," Reports and Memorials, l.2, P• 181 Brux, PP• 9-10. 
52E.g., Gal. 1:6-9 treated in "Theology of Fellovahip--1962," Reports 
and Memorials, 1962, P• 18; and Titus ,:10 treated in "Theology of Fellov-
abip-1965, Proceedings, 1965, P• 287. 
53Kramer, "Ecumenical Strivings," The Springfielder, XXVII, 31. Ct. 
"Theology of Fellowship-1962," Reports and Memorials, 1962, P• 19. 
54supra, P• 14. 
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Conspicuous by its absence from recent statements on church fellowship, 
on the other hand, is any reference to the Confessions, proving or dis-
proving this practice of fellowship. 
There are, however, several references in recent literature to the 
Confessions. These references have some bearing on the whole issue of 
fellowship with non-Lutheran Christiana. One very relevant aspect deals 
with the meaning of the \tord "doctrine" in the Conf essiona. According to 
the 1965 version of the Theology of Fellowship, the terms dectrina and 
evangelium are synonymous.55 In this connection, Pelikan points out that 
pura doctrina appears only twice,56 and then the term is linked both times 
with the gospel, as one of the~ Eccleoiae.57 The 1965 version ot the 
Theology of Fellowship points out that the two marks of the church--gospel 
and sacraments--have served throughout the history of orthodox Lutheranism 
to "establish the limits or pulpit and altar fellowship, and to distin-
guish the Lutheran Church from other churches."58 
5511Theology of Fellowship--196.5," Proceedings, 1965, P• 279. Apology 
VII-VII:8 reads: "the assembly of saints vho share the association of the 
same Gospel or teaching ••• •" The Book of Concord, translated and 
edited by Theodore G. Tappert (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 
1959), P• 169. Cf. Paul M. Bretecher, "Take Heed Unto the Doctrine," 
Proceedin s of the Fort -Fourth Re ar Convention of the Lutheran Church--
Missouri Synod, June 17-2, 1959 St. Louis; Concordia Publishing House, 
1959), 14-18, 30-33, }7• Also, Jaroslav Pelikan, "Some Word Studios in 
the Apology," Concordia Theological Monthly, XXIV (August 19.53), P• ,584. 
56Book of Concord, PP• 169, 171 (Apology VIl:5, 20). 
57Pelikan, "\'iord Studies," £.I!i• XXIV, ,584. 
58"Theology of Fellowship-1965," Proceedings, 196.5, P• 278. 
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Richard Caemmerer, however, would seom to ab-ree with Pelikan in inter-
preting pura doctrinu more in a qualitative than in a quantitative aenae. 
In other wor ds the doctri ne is pure, not because it is free from error, but 
because it i s an effective ins trument £or the Holy Spirit.59 
The Theology of Fellowship poi~ta out that pulpit and altar fellow-
ship is never directly referred to in the Confessiona. Those who sub-
scribed to the Confessiona , however, were automatically in pulpit and 
altar fell owship with each other. Those who did not subscribe were not 
condemned as heretics, but "communicatio !!! sacrio" was not practiced with 
them. Nevertheless, the "Luthero.na" still had a responsibility towards 
those who di d not s ubscribe, and both groups did, for the most part, con-
sent to pray together.60 
Rei:;nrdi ng the usage of the word "church" in the Confessions, Piepkorn 
makes it quite clear that ''true church1' can have no denomination implica-
tion. It is true that unbelievers and hypocrites are associated with the 
church according to its external rites, but these people can in ne sense 
be understood as members of the church, the Body ot Chriot. Thus there 
can be no identifica tion of the much used terms, visibilie, invisibilis, 
61 
sichtbar, and unsichtbar, with any confessional usage of the word "church" 
59Hichard R. Caemmerer, "Church Unity and Communication," I!!! 
Christian Century, LXXIII (April 4, 1956), 417. 
6o"Theology of Fellowahip-1965," Proceedings, 1965, P• 279. It must 
be remembered, however, that this wae the practice of many who signed the 
Confessions, and is not baaed on what the Confessions themselves state. 
61Arthur Carl Piepkorn, "What the Symbols have to Say About the 
Church," Concordia Theological Monthly, XXVI (October 1955), 722, 749. 
Thue, unlike former Missouri statements which cite certain passages 
from the Confessions as "proof' texts" against the practice of fellowship 
With "heterodox church-bodies," recent statements have admitted that the 
Confesoiono do not speak directly to this problem of the practice of fel-
lowship. Thia would explain the absence of' references to the Confessions 
in so m~ of the recent articles dealing with this general subject rnntter. 
A Hejection oi the Former Pragmatic Reasons 
In the second chapter many practical reasons were cited for the re-
fusal of Missouri Synod to practice fellowship with other denomir,ations. 
Several recent statements on the church and church fellowship deal, in one 
form or another, with these practical considerations. 
In the firGt place it had formerly been believed that the practice of 
fellowohip ,ti th Christian errorists was a departure from God's lford, which 
involved the "orthodox" believer in the sin or the errorist.62 It has al-
ready been demonstrated, however, that many of the contemporary synodical 
theologians believe that such a practice of fellowship is not forbidden 
in Holy Scripture. Furthermore there are some who reel that preaching the 
gospel and administering the sacraments to a "coDSciously singled out seg-
ment of the church" involves one in a sectarianism vhich fails to promote 
the unity of the church. 6J It, as Heinicke states, "C'Ur fellowship ~ 
~ another is an expression of our fellowship with Him," then the prac-
tice of fellowship with Christians of all denominations is not an option 
62.. 15 supra, P• • 
6
'cae111merer, "Church Unit1," The Christian Century, LXXIII, 418. 
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for the Cbriat ian. Rnthc1·, it 1c tho will rJf ~:iod. 6'+ 
i\ second major obj ection ·to thei practice of fellowohip \11th othe r 
Ghri.atian.~ is b.;16od en t he t1·adi tion:u belief toot e1uch a J>1·actice is 
danHeroua t o the indi vidual und to tho church .eroup which exorci~es this 
!ollowubip. 65 M.in:r cantemporories writing on tho church and church fel-
lowship would agree ·with the traditionalists in ea.yin~ thnt L-Juch a prac-
tice might bci d,:mgaroua, a l though none of thom state, as did Pil!per, 
inat &ucb n practioo endanr,ora tho ver:, e.uvation of tbo6e who practic~ 
ouch a fello1iship. Jmnotl Mayor t1rites that practieins this tellewohip 
which Ourl hM elroGdy 0i von all Chriotiu.ns 1o oo dGDflerous that the church 
ia forced to ''tru~t the Holy .'.}pi rlt to ~t thl"ougb with it."66 Further-
-more, t here i~ tho di stinct possibility that the Holy Spirit will grant 
the ocmifootlJ.tion of the unity of the church onl.¥ to those who a.ssw:ie 
tllie riat-.. . 67 In t ~io conneotion Martiu Kretzl:iaDll write•: 
No one- will think• I hope, that I am advocating the easy road 111 the 
Clbove. lt ie not easy. it 1e dangerous. The easy way is to roet 
secur ely on a f i xed formulation ot Chriatian truth and to retreat 
into u fortress where we o.re sere f?'OIJ contact vi.th our fellowmen 
a.nd relieved ot the neceae1t:, ot aoaroh.in5 the Scriptures again and 
again to l earn ._,hat God ha& t.o uy to our day and 11go • 68 
A third. t r adit ional objection to the practice ot fellovebip with 
64Paul T. Heinicke, 11.lfellovahip 1n the Hinistry and Misoion or the 
Church" (Unpublishod eGSu.y delivered at tho \¥orkshop on Church and MinistQ, 
July 2}, 196,), P• l. {included in the miaeographed Workehop minutea). 
650 6" 
... upra,. P• l. 
66Jamea Mcqer, upraotical I11pl1cationa of the Theoloa:, of the Church'' 
(Unpublished eeaay delivered at the Workshop on ChllrCh and Hiniatry, 
Plenary Souion, Mil'u.ttes, July 261 19'}), P• S• 
67aotsch, P• .332. 
68 
"Letter," 'l'he.Lutheran-Ze,yman, li.U6\1St l, 1957, P• 7• 
Christians adhering t o di f fer ent doctrinal formulations ia closely r elated 
to the other t wo . I n practicing such a fellowship with an •impure church'' 
a doctrinally "pur e" chur ch brings error into its own body, thus making 
it "impure" or "het erodox." In such a manner schiGm is introduced into 
the church; s o that practicinB this fellowship with Christian "errorists" 
does not pr omot e church uni ty, but oerves to hinder it.69 
It has al ready been pointed out, however, that many of' the more 
recent Mi ssouri Synod statements reflect the idea that this dichotomy 
of heter odox and or thodox is not only unscriptural but also invalid. As 
Gotsch wr i t es, "other theologies, like ours, are conditioned and partial. 1170 
In this sense , the t heologies of all denominations are "impure" already. 
It i G for this reaoon thnt John Tietjen can write, "No individual organ 
can claim t o have no need of the rest of Christ's body." The individual 
weaknesses of each denominational grouping are complemented by the in-
dividual s t rengt hs of tho other denominational groupings. Thus, as each 
denomination works together with the others, each one ministering to the 
other, the Body of Chr ist is s t retigthened and edified. 71 A slightly dif-
ferent approach is taken by Thomas Coates who arrives at a conclusion 
similar to those of Tietjen and Gotsch: 
69· Supra, P• 16. 
70 Gotsch, P• 323. 
71Jobn Tietjen, "Administration: Structuring the Local Congregation 
for Maximum Mission and Ministry" (Unpublished essay delivered at the 
Workshop on Church and Ministry as a part of the Panel Discussion, July 
23, 1963), p. 1. (mimeographed minutes) 
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If our doctrine i s true , we need not be afraid to thrust it into the 
arena to do combat wi t h falsehood. r,nd if our doctrine is pure, the 
we.y to r et ain i t s puri ty i s not to pack it into an airtight compart-
ment, to prevent i t f rom being contaminated by e~osure to the world. 
If pure doctri ne i s not used, it will stagnate.72 
\'lhereas, i n t he past. ther e were many who were convinced that the 
practice of fellowship with non-Lutheran Christians was harmful to the 
churoh, there are many i n synod. today who believe just the opposite: 
refusal to pr actice at l east some sort of fellowship with all other Chris-
tians is harmful t o the church-at-large. John 3trietelmeier points out 
that Christ' s i llustration of the servant who buried his talent for rear 
of losing it should servo as a "warnin~ to the confessional church which 
thinks tha t i t can conserve the truth by refusing to riak it.1173 Again, 
Martin Mart:, poi nts out what he considers to be the fallacy of the tradi-
tionnl views in t his matter: 
Denomi nat i ons e.re defended as a means of safeguarding Christian 
truth; in actual effect, however, they serve to advertise Christian 
differenceo. They place truth on a cafeteria line. They call the 
world's attention to the relativity and competitive character of the 
truth. They render trivial difference perrnanent and major. Denomina-
tionalism workG against itself theologically, however practically in-
evitable it may now be.7 
A fourth and final objection to the practice of fellowship with other 
Christian groupings was described as the belief that, in exercising such 
a practice, Chris tiana erase the distinction between truth and error, and 
compromise truth.75 In refuting this objection, however, many recent 
?2 Coates, P• 10. 
73
strietelmeier, P• 232. 
74Marty, P• 72. 
_
75
supra, P• 17. 
otatements point out that Christ himself pr acticed a form of fellowship 
With publi cuns and sinncrs.?6 r'urther:nore , as Caemmerer points out 
"redemptien is bigger than any doctrinal formulation of it.1177 In other 
words, Christ, as!!!£ truth which unites all Christian groups, is greater 
than any of the differences ,-,hich may divide these groups. This is what 
Martin Kretzmann me1ms when he writes that, when he meets a man who con-
teaaea Chris t ns Lor d, even t hough that mun belon~s to a different denomi-
nation, he i s still obligated to extend the hand of fellowship to that man 
aa a sign of thei r oneness in Christ. They must still speok the gospel 
to oach other oo tha t they both mo.y be strengthened. Kretzmann continues: 
\fo do this , conscious of the fact that in both of us there is still 
much sin which prevents and beclouds our unders tanding, and yet con-
ociouo also, that , if we speak the truth to each other, the Holy 
Spiri t ia in t hat trut h and is working through and in both of us. 
But we dare not , whi l e we are doing this, let go Qf the right hand 
of fellowshi p. That is the all-important thing.7~ 
76
~'r ederick w. Danker, " Wha t is the Church to You?" Advance, XI 
(June 1964), P• 21. To this it might be added that there are numerous 
references to Christ 's active participation in the synagogue ~orship 
(e.g., Matt. 13:54-58; Mark 6:1-6; Luke 4:14-30). 
17caemmerer, "Church Unity," The Christian Century, LXXIII, 418. 
78 Kretzmann, "Letter," The Lutheran Layman, August 1, 1957, P• 7. 
CIW?'l.'ER V 
THE I MPLICATIONS OF TilESE DIFFEREN'.r POINTS OF VIEW FOR 'i'llE 
PRILGTICI~ OF FELLOWSHIP \H TH NOH-LU'.l'llERAN CHRISTIAJW 
Aosuming that there has been a change of thinking on the doctrine of 
the church and the theology of fellowship, one must next ask about the 
implications of this change for the practice of fellowship with non-
Luther an Christians. For the most part these implications are reflected 
in the recent documents themselves, and to a lessor deBree they are re-
flected in what is actually being practiced in the Missouri Synod. 
A Condemnation of Two :::Xtremea 
One aspect of the fellowship question which moat of the recent docu-
ments on the subject seem to share in common, i s a condemna tion of the 
two extremes: unionism and isolationism. 
The unionism which is condemned is, for the moat pa.rt, a type of V 
organic union which ignores all differences in doctrinal formulations, 
stating that these differences are unimportant. This results in an 
"ecumenicity that faultily seeks a faulty unity," for it soys, 11He are 
all together already; let's look that way. 111 This is similar to what 
Coiner regards as the temptation to yield to a "slow process of assimi-
lation by which God's people lose their sense of calling and identity 
• • • • 
112 
1Richard R. Caemmerer, "Church Unity and Communication,"!!!! 
Christian Century, LXXIII (hpril 4, 1956), 417. 
J 2 Harry Coiner, "Affirming the Holy Christian Church, the Communion 
of Saints," Convention Proceedings, The Southern Nebraska District, The 
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There is another temptation, however. Ae Scripture requites all 
individual Christians to live in community, ao Scripture also requires 
that there be a definite relationship between these various coromunitiea.3 
Failure to acknowledge or to practice this relationship results in isola-
tionism or separatism--just ao serious a threat to the church as the 
extreme of unionism. Thie separatism is a form of "anti-ecumenicity that 
eeeks no unity at all," which says, "We shall be one with you when you 
s ubscribe to our atatemento of doctrinal principle."4 This too, as union-
ism, is severely condemned by a good many of the scholars who a.re presently 
writing about the church and church fellowship. One of these scholars, 
Wayne Saffen, is extremely critical of what he considers to be Missouri's 
former separatistic habits. Referring to this isolationism he writes 
in the American Lutheran: 
Yet religious isolationism io intolerable--for it can be maintained 
only if we are sectarian (which we claim we are not), or if we claim 
to be alone "The True Visible Church of Christ on Earth" (which we 
have claimed to be). Then we could rationalize our isolation and 
separation from inter-Christian fellowship by dubbing all .those in 
disagreement with us "false prophets" and "apostates." We would 
read them out of the Church, and we alone would be the Church--ex-
clusive and inclusive. 'tie are not prepared to go that far. Since 
we are bound to recognize fellow Christians 1n other denominations 
••• , we are bound to seek to establish communication and Christian 
Lutheran Church-Missouri S nod Thirt -Fifth Convention, June 19-21, 1961 
, St. Louis; Concordia Publishing House, l l, P• 12. · Cf.John Tietjen, 
"Administration: Structuring the Local Congregation for Maximum Hission 
and Ministry" (Unpublished essay delivered at the Workshop on Church and 
Ministry as a part of the Panel Diacuasion, July 23, 1963), P• 1. (mimeo-
graphed minutes) 
'Tietjen, P• 57. 
4 Caemmerer, "Church Unity," The Christian Century, LXXIII, 418. 
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fello\mhip with them. We cannot maintain Christian fellowship in 
isolation from fellow Christians. What kind of "Communion of Saints" 
is that \·There the saints do not commune or have fcl10~1ehip with one 
another? 
We have found ourselves stuck on the home of a dilemma--isolation 
or unionism. The logic is that if you eeek unity and fellowship and 
fraternize with differing Christians, you are betraying your true 
doctrine and are guilty of "Unionism." 'rhe logic works in reverse: 
if you seek to maintain pure doctrine, you must limit your fellowship 
to thosa only in complete agreement with you. ~o have chosen to 
live on the horn of religious isolation. We invite those who live 
on the other side to come over and liv.e with us. When they all come 
over to our aide, we will no longer be isolationistic, and our very 
i s olaUoniom will have become .the method of reuniting the Church. 
In the meantime we "witness" to them from our horn of the dilemma-
and they invite us to come over and "converGe" with them. We talk. 
But do they listen? And should they listen, if we are unwilling to 
come to the center, and seek--not a compromise--but a third way, 
another solution15 
It must be noted, however, that within these two extremes there is a 
certain freedom, a ce:a.•tain lack of legalism, which was not discoverable in 
the past. This can be illustrated in the answer given to a question sent 
in to The Lutheran Witness. The writer of the question desired to know if 
it was permissible for a Missouri Synod pastor to be a member of a ministe-
rial union that was mo.de up of pastors from all major denominations. The 
reply to this question states that no definite answer can be given. A lot 
depends on the nature of tho organization, its constitution and purposes. 
Only if membership necessarily involves unionistic practices would it be 
wrong. If, on the other hand, no compro111ise o! conscience is necessarily 
involved, "identification with the spiritual concerns of the whole community 
(as such membership might imply) could be wise and beneficial."6 
5wayne 3affen, "A Challenge to our Church Body," American Lutheran, 
XL (January 195?), 13, 25. 
611Ask the Witness," The Lutheran Witness, LXXXIII (August 4, 1964), 
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Now the above reference may not indicate as drastic a shift from 
the traditional Missouri views as some of the other references cited in 
this pa.per. Yet, when one compares this answer with, for example, an 
answer given by Pieper in reply to a similar question,7 one immediately 
sees the radical difference of this "new" approach. That there actually 
was some kind of a change in Missouri's relations with other denominations 
was admitted by The Lutheran Witnesa just two months prior to the asking 
of that question regarding pastors and ministerial unions.8 According to 
Richard Neuhaus, however, the recent change in iynod's dealing with ether 
denominations is even more drastic. He writes that, with the 1965 synodi-
cal convention, it became clear to all that "Missouri's position on select-
ive f ellowship is no longer understood in terms of doctrine, but simply as 
a matter of expediency and synodical loyalty.119 
The Encouragement of Cooperation with Other Denominations 
Although the two extremes of unionism and separatism are severely con-
demned, there ie still a large undefined area between those two extremes, 
within which a member of the Missouri Synod could function, according to 
the recent statements on church fellowship. Some kind of practice of fel-
lowship with members of other denominatiobs is strongly encouraged. It is 
not alw~s clear, however, what forms this exercise of fellowship m~ or 
must take. V Caemmerer, for example, write.a that it is only as various 
7supra, PP• 18-19. 
8
"we Must all Grow ••• Theologically, 11 The Lutheran Witness, 
LXXXIII (June 23, 1964), 313. 
9Richard John Neuhaus, "The Song of the Three Synoda: Detroit, 1965," 
Una Sancta, XXII (Trinity 1965), 37• 
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/ Christians work at constantly reminding each other of the redeeming mercy 
of Chri s t , that the Holy f>p1rit works among these Chris tians to repi;dr the 
schisms and disagreements amonG these Chri~tians.10 This , however, in-
volves the necessity of getting close enoueh to Christiane of other deno-
minations to be able to speak to th~m and help them, as well as be spoken 
11 to and helped by them. \( Now the way in which this sharing is to be car-
ried out is not discussed by Caemmerer. He does say, however, that preach-
ing the gospel and administering the sacraments only to a select group 
puts one in danger of becominB sectarian, since the only way the church 
can be edified is througc1 the sharing of the gospel and the administering 
of the sacraments to each other.12 Although this would seem to suggest 
some sort of interdenominational practice of pulpit and altar fellowship, 
there is no direct mention of this in the esacy. 
It is imperative, according to Jomes Mayer, that ChristianG of all 
denominations witness to the oneness that they possess in Christ Jesus. 
No two congregations, for example, in the inner city "can afford to be 
without tho insights the other has to offer and neither is able to do it 
alone. 1113 i'Jhat forms this witness or cooperation must take, however, is 
J 
lORicho.rd R. Caemmerer, "Let the Church be the Church," Proceedings 
of the 40th Convention of the Texas District of the Lutheran Church--
Missouri S*nod, March 30•April 3, 1964 t;>t. Louis: Concordia Publishing 
House, l~l• P• 74. 
11Ibid., P• 55• -
12Caemmerer, "Chwrch Unity," The Christian Century, LXXIII, 418. 
t,;f. R.R. Caemmerer, "The Body of Christ," Concordia Theological Monthly, 
XXV {May 1964), 268. Hereafter Concordia Theolodcal Monthly will be 
referred to as Q1!• 
13Ja.'lles M~er, "Practical Implications of the 'l'heology of the Church" 
(Unpublished essay delivered at the Workshop on Church and Ministry, 
Plenary Session, Minutes, July 26, 1963), P• 5• 
V 
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not always mentioned. One thine ia certain--whatever form this coopera-
tion may t ake, the cooperation is not dependent on ''full dectrinal agree-
ment•" but simply on the fact that the two groups are "facins the aame 
direction with respect to the glven realities--the objective acts of 
1L1 God's mercy." Criticizing a former attitude which many in the Missouri 
Synod maintained, William Danker stresses the importance of establishing 
certain relationships t'lith Christiane of other denominations: 
We must get rid of any lingering guilt feelings about having contact 
with Christians of other denominations. Having contact and inter-
chanse with other members is the business of anythine that belongs 
to the body. When circulation in any limb stops, gangrene results. 
8von i n the cuse of snake bite a tourniquet can be kept on an arm 
only a brief period of time o.nd then it has to be loosened from time 
to tioe, so that one does not lose the arm.15 
Participation in Certain Ecumenical Organizations 
Not a.11 of the recent statements dealing with inter-denominational 
cooperation and fellowship nre vague. To the contrary, the implications 
of recent statements on the church and fellowship can be seen in the ten-
dency of many of these statements to encourns e Missouri Synod to join 
certain more ecumenically minded organizations and church federations. 
Referring to the Nntional Council of Churches of Christ, the 
Lutheran ~orld Ji'ederation, and the \>/orld Council of Churches Martin 
Kretzmann states that all who participate in these organizations have to 
14James w. Mayer, "The Church ae the People of God United in the Word 
of God•" .9,!t!, XXXIII (November 1962), 663. 
l5William J. Danker. "Form and Function in the Christian Witness," 
Study Conference on the Christian World Mission, conducted under the aus-
pices of Concordia Seminary, st. Louis, October ll-13, 1961 ~t. Leuiaa 
Lutheran Laymen's League. 1961], PP• 38-39. Cf. Martin Kretzmann, 't:he 
Lutheran Confessional Obligation toward Church Union Movements in the 
Younger ChUr<:h" (Unpublished es9a1 dated November 1963). 
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confess that Jesus is their Lord and Savior according to the Bible. Thus, 
by this confession, these members a~knowledgc that it is the Holy Spirit 
who created faith in their hearts. The very fact that they come together 
in such orsanizat:i.ons implies two basic things. In the first place they 
acknowledge the oneness which the noly Spirit gave t hem when he created 
faith in their hearts(~ qua). Secondly they are aware of the fact 
that they are still separate organs "because they have not yet grown to-
gether completely in the doctrines ·which they profess (fides quae)."l6 
Because these groups are not yet united in the~ quae, continues 
Kretzmann, the tlissouri Synod has stayed out of these organizntions. This 
attitude ho.a tended to deny the very character of thnt unity which God 
creates in all who are Christians. The foilure to recognize the God-given 
oneness of the church can only serve to inhibit the active ministry to and 
from every other member of the church--a ministry which God requires of all 
in the church. This does not, by any means, deny the doctrinal differences 
or those who belong to these federations. ¥.retzmann's view does, however, 
represent a vast change of thinking from the traditional Missouri Synod 
view. Kretzmann continues, 
We must, however, be obedient to the guiding of the Holy Spirit in 
our time. When once we have acknowledged the validity of the prin-
ciple that membership in theoe orga.'lizations is not a denial of the 
truth but rather an affirmation of our belief that it is God who 
creates tb.e oneness among Christians, then we should not tnke our 
membership lightly or casually but be deeply concerned that our 
ministry to and from one anothor is fulfilled within the framework 
of the gifts which God the Holy Spirit has bestowed upon different 
parts and members of the bod¥ of Christ.17 
16
nartin Kretzmann, "Report of Mission Self-Study and Survey,"~-
vention ~Jorkbook, 46th Re ar Convention, The Lutheran Church-Hiosouri 
Synod, June 16-26, 1 5 (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing Houso, [i.965J, 
P• 120. 
17Ibid., PP• 120-121. 
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This same view is expressed by others. Jomes Hayer writes that it 
is only within t he context of groups such as the '.i.'orld Council or Churches 
that the church can work for a more perfect unity and for the edification 
of the Body of Christ. Refusal to join such organizations is a refusal t o 
recognize the basic unity which God has already given the church.18 It is 
for thi s reason that Wayne Saffen is rather critical of past practices in 
the Mi ssour i Synod: 
The t i me is long pa.st where we Cf.lll pla, the reluctant virgin (or old 
maid) among the churches. ~Je have not only turned down proposals of 
marriage. We have turned down dates--because they might have led to 
marriage. We are always invited. We seldom accept. We are invited 
t o j oi n the Lutheran ~orld Federation. We demur--no, thanksl We 
arc i nvi t ed to join the National Lutheran Council. We decline--no, 
thanks& \,Je are invited to join the World Council of Churches. We 
r efuso--no, thanko&l9 
Hegarding this matter Saffen asks the following questions. implying 
t he urgency of joining such organizations: 
Do we trust our doctrine enough to permit it to be exposed in contact 
as members cf Federations and Councils of Churches? Can we aa.y more. 
or say it more effectively, outside of such Church Federations than 
we can i nside? vJill our fellow Christians be more apt to listen to 
us as critics from the outside or as discerning friends from the in-
side? Outside the use of force, where has there ever been a genuine 
reunion of the Church without free and open conversation between di-
vided Christians--not only on the official committee level, but 
throughout the Churches involved?20 
By refusing to join such organi Jationa because of the lack of suf-
ficient doctrinal unity, the Missouri Synod is denying that essential 
unity which God has already given to all within the Christian Church.21 
18J. Mayer, "Church as the People,"~. XXXIII, 667-668. 
l9Saffen, P• 25. 
20Ibid., P• 26. 
21Kretzmann, "Report," Convention Workbook, P• 120; Cf. Kretzmann, 
"Letter to the Editor," The Lutheran La,Yman, August l, 1957, P• 7• 
John Strietelmeier points out. "It seems unfair to demand of a federation 
of churches a uniformity in these matters that does not exist within our 
22 
own Synod." ,..: Furtherr.iore the church must not underestimate the power 
of the saving truth upon which all Christians are agreed, for this power 
welcomes free and open discussion.23 Thus Gotsch can conclude that since 
the theology of all denominational groupings is only partial and imperfect 
because of the human element, tbe church needs more "Jerusalem conferences" 
like that first one in which the gospel is given the chance to build up 
the body. "If there was unity amid theological diversity in the New Testa-
ment, must we not manifest that same oneness in apite of our doctrinal dif-
ferences. 1124 
Prayer Fellowship 
It might automatically be assumed that many who are in favor of join-
ing inter-denominational church federations would also be in f~or of pray-
in5 with the members of these groups. Very few of the essayists quoted 
above refer specifically to open prayer fellowship with Christians of 
ether denominations. The principles, however, used for arriving at the 
conclusion that synod should join such federations assume that such a 
prayer fellowship would not only be permissible but, may also be required, 
,/22 
"Symposium Re Lutheran World Federation," Alllorican Lutheran, XLI 
(September 1958), 232. 
23Ibid. 
24Richard J. Gotsch, "Mew Testament Theology and Church Unity," 
American Lutheran, XLVIII (December 1965), }23• Cf. Caemmerer and Lueker, 
Church and Ministry in Tranaition (st. Louiss Concordia Publishing Bouae. 
1965), P• 15. The first major step in thie direction was taken in the 
1965 synodical convention when Misaouri voted to join the Lutheran Council 
in the United States of America (Resolution }-12). 
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in order to reflect the essential unity which God has given to the church, 
and in order to promote the over all edification of the Body of Christ. 
Furthermore, memberGhip in theso church federations would be inconceivable 
if one grants the precopt that prayer fellowship with 11errorists" is in-
advisable or wrong.25 There are, however, several references in recent 
statements on the church which actually recommend some kind of prnyer 
fellowship with other Christians. 
In a rnore tradition-oriented essay delivered to the \·Jes tern District 
C. ,3 . Meyer states that any form of joint prayer with unbelievers is, 
of course, prohibited. Meyer goes on to affirm that synod wi ll not, 
"under most circumatancea, 11 participate in the se~icea of "heterodox 
congregations," for fear of perpetuating the error of these congregations. 
Prayer fellowship, however, cannot be made tantamount ta pulpit and altar 
fellowship. Thus the only agreement that is necessary for two people to 
pray together is agreement that Christ is their Lord and Savior, and 
agreement on the substa.nco of their prayer. For this reasen, 
Circumstances may be conceived in which the service is designated 
for a specific purpose, e.g., a patriotic service of thanksgiving, 
in which we could join with others vho will pray in the name of 
Jeaus. A service or that kind might gven require of uo a readiness 
to join others in prayer fellowahip.2 
E:ssentially this view is reflected in the minutes of the Workshop on 
Church and Ministry. One statement was made that refusal to pray vi.th 
other Christians is in itself, a confession which could be a poor witness 
25cr. Caemmerer, "Church Unity," The Christian Century, LXXIII, 417-
418; Gotsch, PP• J2}1 332; Kretzmann, "Letter," The Lutheran Luman, 
Au5Ust l, 1957, P• 71 J. Mayer, "Church as People," ~t XXXIII, 666-668. 
26carl s. Meyer, "Prayer Fellowship," Proceedings of the Sevent1-
Third Convention of the Western District of the Lutheran Church--Missouri 
Synod, June l?-21, l95?tst. Louis: Concordia Publishing Rouse, 195~, 
PP• ?l, 83-84. 
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to Christ's Body. Thus Missouri Synod should engage in prayer with thoee 
of other denominations as long ae such prayer does not compromise the 
doctrine of synod.27 In another part of these minutes it is questioned 
as to whether it is possible for a person to be confessional without oGn-
tact with the "heterodox" church bodies. Furthermore, 
1,:e Lutherans, even in this room, cannot reach total agreement. If 
the disagreement is Lutheran, I can pray with him. If' disagreement 
is lab2!ed Episcopalian• etc., I can't pray with fellow Christian 
~i2J. 
In the Lutheran Witness an editorial etates that joint prayer with 
Lutherans of other bodies ia permissable, especially when these Lutherans 
are gathered for the purpose of seeking doctrinal agreement.29 A similar 
editorial in the American Lutheran, however, carries this one step further. 
Questioning the insiatance of some members of synod that a Christian com-
mits a sin against God when he unites in prnyer with Christians ot another 
denomination, the editorial continues: 
Aa for ouraelves the matter has been settled long ago, for we trust 
the Master's Word, "~)here two or three are gathered together in My 
name, there am I in the midst of them." If He is present at a meet-
ing, we, His servants, may be there also. And if those who are 
there with Him, and with us, speak to Him in prayer, imploring His 
help and blessing, then it is only natural and Christian tor us to 
join them in their petitions, ever mindful of His promise, "If two 
of you agree on earth as touching anything that they shall ask, it 
shall be done for them of My Father which is in heaven.n30 
27"Workahop on Church and Ministry," JulJ 22-26, 1963 (St. Louis: 
School for Graduate Studies, Concordia Seminary, 1963), Minutes, Sec-
tional Study A-2, July 24, P• 3. It is extremely difficult to determine 
the precise definition of "compromise or doctrine," since this term is 
not defined in any of the above writings. 
28 11\forkshop," Section A•l, July 23, 1963 (minutes), P• 1. 
2911one Dissenting Vote," The Lutheran Witness, LXXXII (Jul1 23, 
196~), 348. 
30"Pray For and With One Another?," American Lutheran, XLI 
(December 1958), }12. 
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The Conflict Over Pulpit and Altar Fellowship 
If, at least in part, the question of prayer fellowship has been 
resolved in most of the r ecent Missouri Synod statements on the church, 
these same statements ttould seem to reflect the fact that synod is only 
beginning to wrestle with the problem of pulpit and altar fellowship. V_.,. 
Officially, Hissouri 5ynod has always been against any form of pul-
pit and altar fellowship with non-Lutheran ChriDtinns 1 (as well as with 
those who are not mombers of the Synodical Conference)j as is evidenced 
by the constitution of synod which in no uncertain terms condemns any 
form of' pa:ticipation in the services of "heterodox congregations. 1131 
hdded to this, there are repeated statements of synodical officials 
warning members of synod to avoid such unionistic practices. )(In the 1956 
convention J. w. Behnken emphasized the fact that there could be no pul-
pit Md ru.tar fellowship with the Augustana Synod until there was com-
plete doctrinal unity.32 If this held true for another Lutheran body, 
it would be even more applicable to a Christinn group which was not 
Lutheran. Similarly, speaking of pulpit and altar fellowship with ether 
Lutherans Oliver Harms pleaded in 1964: 
Specifically, I would plead with all men in the Synod to avoid prac-
ticing unionism in any form. Occasionally pastors and congregations 
are tempted to forget that there are still unresolved differences 
among Lutherans. We have not yet agreed that the Heformation services 
31.Article VI, cited supra, P• 35. 
'
2
"President•a Triennial Report," Proceedings of the Forty-Third 
Convention of the Lutheran Church--Missouri S od, June 20-29, 1956 
St. Loui~: Concordia Publishing House, 19 , P• 11. 
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for example, ought to be made joint endeavors ot all Lutheran con-
gregations in an area regardless of their synodical affiliation. 
We have not reached this point. Similarly, we have not reached the 
point where the Lutheran students on college and university campuses 
may engaBe in joint endeavors involving pulpit and altar fellowship. 
Let us take thin matter of relations with other Lutheran bodies one 
step at a time. If Judgment Day comes before we conclude our doc-
trinal discussions with the view toward pulpit and altar fellowship, 
very well. Until the Last Day does come, we have opportunity to 
work toward reaching such agreement in the proper wa;y.33 
The minutes of the \forkshop on Church and Ministry cite three expla-
nations for Missouri's position on pulpit and altar fellowship. In the 
first place, Missouri wants to take denominationalism seriously, and so 
it would reserve, for example, practicing the Lord's Supper with other de-
nominations "for later fellowship practice." .Secondly, fellowship with 
other groups is lacking not so much because Missouri broke with these 
other groups as because they broke with Missouri. "Rather than compromise 
just to get together, I would have to 'stand pat' while helping him to 
bridge the chasm h! has made." Lastly, synodicu caution in such matters 
is attributable to a "preventitive conditioning" against the Prussian Union 
and "~tern United States 'Luthero.nism."'34 
In that same workshop, however, Paul Heinicke presented a paper which 
leans toward some kind of change in syhod's policy on pulpit and altar 
fellowship with others. I~ discussing fellowship Heinicke states that 
God is always the author of such fellowship. Moreover, the Christian's 
fellowship with his fellow Christian is always an expression of his feliart,-
33"Hemo to My Brethren," dated November 1964, St. Louis. 
3411workehop," Minutes of Section A-2, July 23, 1963, PP• 2-3• 
ship with God. Heinicke then states that the areas of fellowship to 
which he is referring are Christian people praying together, praiaing 
God together, and confessing sins together.35 This, in essence, also 
se~me to be the opinion of Backus, Malte,ond Saffen when they write: 
~ {!talica adde<!) believers in Jeeue Christ are members of one 
another. 1'hey belong together as the muscles and bones and ligaments 
or your body. They pray for eaoh other, worship together, partake 
of & common eommunion, have the same Lord and hope. They are a 
close fellowship, a \'Jell-knit family. The saints in the church 
help each other gro\-r toward God,3b 
I n connootion with this, it is the opinion of many in synod that ne 
form of joint pulpit and altar fellowship can be practiced with any other 
group except those groups vhich Missouri Synod has officially recognized 
a.s being in fello,·1ahip with synod. This can be exemplified in an answer 
given in The Lutheran Witneaa to a question about inter-Lutheran joint 
Reformation services. According to the answer, even though Lutherans may 
be in doctrinal agreement in~ given area it still would not be "proper" 
or in "good order" for one to take part in such services: 
By conducting joint services these congregations and pastors would be 
practicing a selective fellowship which does not have the sanction of 
Synod. Such practice would not necessarily constitute unionism if 
doctrinal unity is assured, but the Missouri Synod congregations 
would be violating good erder and could caU.6e confusion and possibly 
offense.37 
That same reply of The Lutheran Witness goes on to sa;y that any member 
of synod ought not to act arbitrarily, but should act in consideration of 
35Paul T. Heinicke, "Fellowiship in the Ministry ancl Mission of the 
Church.," Workshop, Minutes of Panel Discussion, July 23, 1963, P• l. 
36w1111am Backus, Paul Malte, and Wayne Saffen, Adventuring in the 
Church (Medford, Ore.a Moree Preas, 196()), P• 131. Cf. w. Danker, 
"Form and Function," P• ,S. 
3711Ask the Witness," The Lutheran Witnesa, LXXXIII (December 8, 1964), 
6o6. 
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the entire Synod, accordinc to the principles of Christian love. Further-
more, disregard for proper erder in this area on intersynodical relations 
can only slow down the progress toward Lutheran unity in practice and 
doctrine.38 
Although the above citation refers specifically to Missouri's rela-
ti0ns with other Lutheran bodies, the implications of this answer would 
apply even more strongly to Missouri's relations with other Christian 
bodies outside the Lutheran denomination. 
This srune view can ~so be seen ~lsewhere. In the nMemo to my 
Brethren" by Oliver Ilarma the president of synod implied that there could 
be no prnctice of pulpit and altar fellowship with others until Missouri 
Synod, as a aynod, was nble to resolve the differences with the other 
greups.39 Likewise, the 1965 synodical convention resolved, "That no 
joint worship services be held with those with whom we have not established 
40 pulpit and altar fellowship." 
Perhaps t his helps to explain the reaction on the part of many to the 
establishing or prohibiting of the practice of fellowship according to 
denemina.tional labels. James Mayer is one of those who objects to 
Missouri's system of practicing fellowship by organization or organiza-
41 tional labels. The synod, claims Mayer, can never create or deny the 
38Ibid. 
39supra, P• 102. 
40Resolution 2-16, Proceedings of the 46th neFar Convention of the 
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, June 16-26, 1965 St. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House, (1965J), PP• 97-98• 
41J. Mayer, 11IJractical Implications," P• 5 (delivered at Workshop 
on Church and Ministry). 
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unity \ihich the Spirit gives to two Christian groups in the same geograph-
ical community. If any two congreg-~tions essentially agree with each 
other, then they ought to be able to practice fellowship with each oth9r; 
but they cannot do such, because Missouri tends to draw the lines of 
f ellowship oreanizntionally rather than dynamically. One of the big 
problems in this area is due to the fact that synod has tended to equate 
a God-given unity with agreement in doctrine arrived at by various Chris-
tian synods or denominations. Mayer continues: 
It is because of this organizational thinking that we do not con-
sider it permiasibl~ for two congregations in one community to 
acknowledge their oneness in the Word by working together and fel-
lowshipping together in their community, so long as their respec-
tive ~ynods are not in the aame agreement •••• 
/ 
If ekkleaia i::. truly the people of Ood united in the ~iord of God, it 
ought to be tho "closer in" situation that takes precedence over the 
"farther outt1 synodical situation •••• when God has granted one 
heart and mind in the Word to people whom lie also has placed in close 
community with each other in this world, these people are united in 
the Word in the sense that it is more meaningful to them and to the 
environment in which they live than the unity their respective synods 
enjoy. If they are to grow as ekklesia in the world and out to the 
world na God intended, they must live united in the Word, spealdng 
the Word to each other and manifesting their unity in the Word to 
the world.42 
Heyer is by no means the only one in Hiasouri 3ynod who is critical 
of this organizational view of pulpit and al tar fellowship. ~lartin Marty 
writes that if it is true that one must wait for organizational realicn• 
ment and total agreement in doctrinal formulations, "one whole dimension 
of the biblical command and promise concerning the Church will be c~t off 
from Christian view and profession." 'l'he unity, according to Marty, al-
ready eaiets, and thus such a "truth first" approach can only be fruitless; 
for it divides what scripture unites, and sets goals that are impossible 
42J. Mayer, "The Church as the People,"~. XXXIII, 669. 
to achieve in this life. 
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The same attitude is reflected in many other recent statements on 
the church and church fellowship. In the Workshop on Church and Ministry 
it was questioned whether organizational fellowship was the will of God, 
or even if it were poasible to apply the Scriptural passages on fellow-
ship to organizations. "We have no control over Christian fellowship, 
only over what we call pulpit-altar fellowship.1144 In this same workshop 
Paul Heinicke states that most of the aspects of pulpit and altar fellow-
ship, such as joint prayer, praise, and confession cannot be carried out 
by organizations and denominations, but by Christian people, individually 
and in groupn. Such a fellowship is already practiced in many different 
circumsta.ncea.45 
Hoeferkamp, once again in that workshop, takes a slightly more extreme 
view when he SaJS that it is quite clear that denominational "organization-
als" must be willing to die if "thereby Christian truth and Christian fel-
lo,,ship are furthered. 1146 To those who would object and state th.at no form 
of joint fellowship cnn take place until it is authorized by synod, 
Kretzmann answers: 
The decrees and resolutions of a church body to the effect that its 
members should not attend meetings with Christians of other denomina-
tions cannot absolve the conscience of the individual in this matter, 
43Martin E. Harty, Church Unity and Church Mission (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. E:erdmans Pub. Co., 1964), PP• 59-61. Ct. Frederick w. Danker, 
"What is the Church to You?" Advance, XI (June 1964), 20. 
4411workshop," Minutes of Section A-2, July 22 (afternoon), PP• 1-2. 
45H 1n· . 2 e icKe, P• • 
46n. Hoeferkamp, "Fellowship in the Ministry and Misaion of the 
Church--In La.tin America" (Unpublished paper presented to the Workshop 
on Church and Ministry), dated July 23, 1963, P• 3. 
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nor can he aay that he will carry out the obligations or affirmation 
and denial in his faith only within certain limits, for example, the 
limits of his own denomination. That would be an explicit denial 
of the unity of the body of Christ and an attempt to place limitations 
in the area of witnessing contrar;r to the nature of the Gospel and 
the ex1lress command of our Lord. '+7 
It is interesting to note, in this connection, as has already been 
cited, the 1965 synodical convention voted that in the foreign mission 
field each individual conBregation or group of Lutheran congregations in 
a given area, could determine for itself when pulpit and altar fellowship 
with other Lutheran bodies could be carried out.48 
L>7M. Kretzmwm, "Letter," The Lutheran Layman, August l, 1957, P• 7. 
48 Resolution 3-04, Proceedings, 1965, PP• 104-105. Cited, supra, 
P• 66. Although this resolution ref'era to fellowship with other Lutherans, 
the principle of leaving the final decision in the ha.~ds of the local con-
gregation is nevertholesa rolevant. 
CllAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
In examining the statements on the church and church fellowahip 
which have come out of Missouri Synod in the last decade, evidence reveals 
that these statements are quite different from the traditional view of the 
church as reflected in the writings of Franz Pieper. It cannot be said 
that these recent statements represent the opinion of most of the paators 
and laity of synod; but the statements in question do represent the opin-
ions of those memberD who are writing for periodicals, delivering essays, 
and publishing books. Among those members the concepts of the church and 
church fellowship have drastically changed. It is significant that, of 
all the major publications associated with the Missouri Synod, the only 
ones which consistently repreoent the traditional view of the church and 
church fellowship are The Confessional Lutheran and Through ~o Victor;r. 
'1hen one examines the current statements in the area of the practice 
of fellowship, however• it becomes evident that the change in this area 
is much less than it is in the area of the overall concept of the church 
and church fellowship. This does not deny the fact that there has been 
change in the statements regardin~ the practice of fellowship. Prayer 
fellowship with non-Lutheran Christians, for example, iG tolerated more 
today than it was in the past, and there are many leaders who are strongly 
encouraging such a practice of prayer fellowship. Furthermore, many of 
the recent statements encourage the participation in certain interdenomi-
national federations such as the National Council of Churches and the 
World Council of Churches. Nevertheless, the change is still not aa 
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drastic in this area aa it is in the area of the overall concept of the 
church and church fellowship. 
In the third place, when one looks at the actual .practice of fellow-
ship, one aees that in this area the least amount of change has taken 
place. Judging from thee.ridence gathered from newspapera and other re-
ports, seldom docs a Missouri Synod congregation ta.lte part in an inter-
denominational pr~er service. Furthermore, Missouri Synod is still not 
a member of the National or World Councils of Churches. Thus it must be 
concluded that while the theory, as reflected in recent writings, hae 
greatly changed, the practice, on the whole, remains the same, in spite 
of the immense implications of recent Missouri statements on the church, 
relating to the practice of fellowship with non•Lutheran Christians. One 
can only conclude that, although these recent statements represent a 
majority of men who are publishinb their views on the church, the Missouri 
Synod has failed to realize the implications of these statements in its 
practice. 
It has already been established that the traditional basis for re-
fusal to practice fellowship with non-Lutheran Christians has been rejected 
in a majority of recent Missouri Synod statements on the church and church 
fellowship. These recent statements reveal that the Scripture passages 
which were formerly used to reject such a practice of fellowship should be 
applied to non-Christians, and cannot be applied to other Christians. It 
has also been demonstrated that the former heterodox-orthodox, visible-
invisible dichotomies have been rejected in a great majority of recent 
statements because everJ churcll grouping is filled with sin, and thus also 
with error. Thus, it must be concluded that, in this sense, every church 
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body is heterodox. Finally, it has been demonstrated that the recent 
statements on the church reject the traditional concept of unity through 
doctrinal agreement. '!'hese statements claim that the church is already 
one. God has made the church one. It only remains for the church to 
recognize the unity which exists, put this unity into practice, and work 
for a more complete unity. 
Since the major objections to the practice of fellowship with non-
Lutheran Christians have been removed by these recent statements, the 
implications for changing the traditional Missouri Synod position are 
great. For example, if the Scriptural passages cited by Missouri Synod 
fathers are rejected as "proof texts" against such a practice of fellow;;. 
ship, and if no other passages are substituted, then it could be con-
cluded, that there might b~ no Scriptural bnsia for Missouri's former 
"separatism." .A.gain, if' 1~ is impossible for ene to distinguish between 
orthodox and heterodox, then it could be concluded that it is impossible 
for any church body to insist that it is orthodox, stating that the sin 
of another denomination is more divisive of fellowship than its own sin. 
Finally, the recent statements reveal that church unity is dependent on 
the action or God, and not of man. Since God has alrea~ established 
this unity among all who believe the gospel, then it could be concluded 
that man does not have the right te insist, for the practice of fellowship, 
on a more complete unity than the unity which God has already given. 
Thus the first implication of these recent statements, for the prac-
tice of fellewship with non-Lutheran Christians, consists in the fact 
that the former basis for the refusal to practice such a fellowship has 
been removed. This would imply the possibility that such a practice of 
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fellowship with non-Lutheran Christians may not be ''wrong." 
The second implication is related to the first. Not only are the 
traditional objections to the practice of fellowship with non-Lutheran 
Chris tiana rejected, but there is, inherent in these statements, a 
posi tive encouragement to practice such a fellowohip. It has already 
been pointed out that Chr ist Himself did not limit His practice of fellow-
ship to the "doctrinally pure. 11 Furthermore, it has been shown that 1;he 
New Testament church was plagued byl.divisions just as "seriousri as are 
the divisions tod~y, but this did not keep these differing factions from 
worehipping together. 
The unity of the church is brought about through God's action in 
Word and sacrament. This is th.: m,; .~m·- •.!h~ ch God has choaan to make all 
Chris tians one in the Body of Christ, according to these recent statements 
on the church. If t his is true, then it would seem that each grouping 
within the total body is obligated to recognize and put into practice this 
unity of fellowship; for, as it has been mentioned in these recent state-
menta, failure to practice this fellowship is fai l ure to recognize one of 
God's great gifts to the church. This doos not mean to indicate that there 
are no doctrinal differences in the church. There have alw~s been doc-
trinal differences--important differences which pose a potential threat to 
the unity of the church. When a church body, however, tries to remove 
these threats by any other means than the means which God has given to the 
church--the mutual sharing with each other of Word W1d sacrament--that 
church body would seem to be guilty of ecclesiastical schwaermerei. 
In applying thia concept to Hisaouri Synod one concludes that, if 
the recent statements on the church are valid, synod can no lon{Ser make 
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the practi ce of fellowship with non-Lutheran Christians dependent on com-
plete agr eement in doctrine qua doctrinal formulations. As long as man is 
imperfect. man's concepts of God's saving acts will remain partial and 
distorted. Thus, as important as denominational differences are, these 
differences in themselves can never be ~sed as a barrier to the search 
for and practice of that fellowship Qlld unity which God has already given 
t o fiis body. It would seem that inter-denominational fellowship among 
various Christian groups should be practiced, not because these Christian 
groupings agree in every aspect ·ot doctrine, but because these bodies 
disagree, and because the mutual sharing of Word and sacrament is the 
means which God has given to the church for overcoming these differences, 
t hat the entiN body o! Christ may be str-engthened o....!d edified. This 
does not mean that any kind of interaenomina~ional practice of fellowship 
is ipso~ acceptable, ae long as the participating congregations are 
essentially Christian. Nor does th:l.s indicate that any kind of mutual 
sharing of Word and sacrament will automatically brin~ about the edifica-
tion of the entire body. Rather, the gospel must be preached and the 
sacraments administered in such a way that the forgivenese of sins in 
Christ, the power of the Holy Spirit, is clearly held out to all partici-
pants. Apart from this, the practice or interdenominational fellowship 
would be fruitless. 
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